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Road weary

Lighted up

Among the best

Punchless Racers
drop second straight

UK hits century mark
In 102-97 SEC victory

Local couple included in
national farm family recognition
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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Foreigners flee
embattled area:
fighting persists
in Philippines
By ROBERT H. REID

Mostly cloudy

SHOPPING
DAY 'TIL
'CHRISTMAS

Associated Press Writer

Tonight: Becoming mostly
cloudy. Low 40 to 45. Light
southwest wind.
Wednesday: Mostly cloud_y.
High in the mid-50s but turning
cooler by afternoon.

WASHINGTON — President Bush, briefing his Cabinet today on
the superpower summit, says Mikhail S. Gorbachev seems "very much
in control" in the Soviet Union and committed to peaceful change as
hard-line communist governments are swept from power.
WASHINGTON — The economic incentives President Bush proposed in Malta will allow Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev to
claim an important symbolic victory, but they will do little to help
Gorbachev rescue his ailing economy, say U.S. experts on the Soviet
Union.
EAST BERLIN — East Germany's chief prosecutor resigned today
after mounting criticism he could not handle investigations into abuses
of power by ousted Communist leaders. Citizens began to keep vigil at
police stations.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said Monday he
had ordered a moratorium on state permits for new landfills and
hazardous waste incinerators.
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says he recognizes the
state needs more money to carry out its responsibility and he will likely support measures to raise that money. But he still opposes any tax
increase.
NEWARK, Del. — University of Kentucky President David Roselle
planned to visit with reporters after meeting with officials at the University of Delaware, where he is under consideration for the same
position.
LOUISVILLE — It's been five months since a blaze that killed six
children in Louisville's West End, but the prosecutor's office says it is
still a few weeks away from a decision on whether to try to bring
charges.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Free agents Robin Yount and Mark Davis
held off making decisions, putting several possible trades on hold at
baseball's winter meetings.
LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga. — An investigator said that although
Atlanta Falcons rookie Ralph Norwood had been drinking an alcoholic
beverage before his death in a car crash Thanksgiving weekend, he was
not drunk.
THE WOODLANDS, Texas — David Peoples of Orlando, Fla.,
shot a 70 to finish with a 12-under-par 420 and win the six-round PGA
Tour qualifying tournament at the Tournament Players Championship
course.

City and county officials got into the act Monday at the ground-breaking ceremonies of the Playhouse in
the Park's new renovations. The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre has collected approximately $130,000 in pledges toward the cost of the construction, short of their $150,000 campaign goal.
Pictured at the ceremony, from ktt, are Murray Mayor Chuck Foster, construction company owner Max
Cleaver, chairman of the construction campaign Jim Carpenter, Playhouse executive director Liz Bussey,
mayor-elect Bill Cherry, county magistrate Steve Lax and theater steering committee member Margaret
Trevathan.
Staff photo by Mark °Soper

TVA survey: customers think electricity best, but costliest
CHATTANOOGA, Term. — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's residential customers think electricity
is the safest, cleanest and most reliable source of power, says a survey
commissioned by TVA.
"I think the report shows' our
customers have very strong overall
preferences for electricity," Robert
C. Steffy, TVA's senior vice president of power, said Monday.
But the survey by Westat Inc., a
Rockville, Md., company, also
indicates most of TVA's 2.8 mil-

lion residental customers believe
no power is more expensive than
electricity.
Westat conducted the 1988 Interim Residential Survey, the sixth
TVA has commissioned since
1979, to provide the federal utility
information about customers in its
seven-state region.
TVA uses the results in system
load forecasting, rate analysis and
program planning.
According to the survey, 67.8
percent of those responding called
electricity the cleanest energy source, 62.1 percent called it the safest
and 38.5 percent said it was the

most reliable.
However, 60.9 percent of those
contacted also described it as the
most expensive type of power, and
56.1 percent said it was the most
likely to rise in price.
Steffy called that a
misperception.
"In terms of just raw dollars,
electric bills do tend to be higher,"
he said. "That's partly because the
average household does a lot more
with electricity than it does with
any other fuel."
"We heat and cool our home,
wash and dry our clothes and dishes and cook our food with electr-

icity. We use it to power our lights,
our hair curlers, our tools, our
aquarium pumps, our video games,
computers, microwave ovens."
According to the survey, electricity was the primary heating source in 45.4 percent of the region's
homes in 1988, while 27.1 percent
of those homes reported natural gas
as the main heating source.
The electric heat figure represented a 2.-3 percent increase over
1986 and indicates TVA is
rebounding from its low share of
39.4 percent recorded in 1982 and

Wilkinson: succession opponents making
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — There
will be no trades to gain a succession amendment from the General
Assembly, but there might be some
accommodations reached, Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also said that the personal feelings of a few legislators
has held up a succession
amendment.

DETROIT — Toyota Motor
Corp. has recalled all 8,000 luxury Lexus LS400 automobiles to
fix a sticky cruise control
mechanism and replace a stoplight cover.
It is the first recall of the
cars, which dealers officially
began selling in early September. Toyota also makes the Lexus ES250, which is unaffected
by the recall.

MANILA, Philippines — Hundreds of foreigners fled the
embattled financial district today
but efforts stalled to evacuate thousands more trapped there as fighting intensified between rebel troops
and forces loyal to President Corazon Aquino.
Vice President Salvador Laurel
proposed that hc, Mrs. Aquino and
the entire Congress resign and call
new elections to save democracy
and avert civil war.
At least two people were killed
and 15 others wounded as the coup
attempt entered its fifth day. A
6-year-old girl was killed when a
60mm mortar fired by the rebels
slammed into a squatter settlement
near the Makati Medical Center.
More than 72 people have been
killed and more than 500 wounded
since rebels on Friday launched the
bloodiest attempt yet to topple Mrs.
Aquino's 1/2 -year administration.
In addition to the 400 or so
rebels entrenched in the Makati
financial district, a similar number
still occupied Mactan Air Base in
Cebu, 350 miles south of Manila.

"I'm not in the business of trading things for succession," Wilkinson said during a news conference
Monday.
Still, Wilkinson said he would be
willing to consider some legislative
initiatives on an amendment in
order to ease the fears of some lawmakers that a two-term governor
would be a threat to the General
Assembly.
Such a provision might include
annual sessions of the General

Assembly, but would not extend to
longer terms for state representatives and senators.
"It would obviously serve no
purpose if they would find a hook
to put on the succession amendment that would ensure its failure
at the polls," Wilkinson said.
Six-year terms for senators and
four-year terms for representatives
would fall into that category.
"There's no way in the world that
would pass," Wilkinson said.

Wilkinson said he believes that
the personal feelings of some legislators are obstructing the will of
the people, who want a chance to
vote on a succession amendment.
"I think there are some of them
that don't want this governor
back," Wilkinson said. "And that
they're scared to death that if it's
on the ballot it'll pass and if it passes, I'll win re-election. I think

Murray Today
Obituaries
On Education
Perspective
Sports
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:38 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and I a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Pictured are representatives from the 1989 Murray-Calloway County
United Way Pacesetters. In the kit photo are, left to right: Paul
Sharp of Wal-Mart, Alice Rouse of the Murray Ledger and Times,
Frank Doran of Peoples Bank, Bob Jackson of HT Marketing, Jim
Taylor of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Ken Evans of Ryan
Milk. In the right photo are, left to right, David Lane, 1989 United
Way Campaign chairman; Pat Dalton of the Bank of Murray, Joanne

Gamble of Fisher Price, Jerry Jones of ANR Pipeline, Tonya Jones of
Briggs and Stratton and Melia Redden of Republic Savings Bank.
Other Pacesetters not pictured are JC Penney, Kenlake Foods, Murray Fabric, Murray State University, Murray Drug, K Mart, Hopkinsvilk Federal Savings Bank and South Central Bell. The local
United Way exceeded its proposed campaign goal of 8110,000. To
date, the organization has received over $114,000 in donations.
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Succession...
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Philippines...

(Cont'd from page 1)
some of them really don't want
that."
Wilkinson's desire to be able to
seek another term has clouded his
relations with the legislature almost
since he took office. Though he
said during his 1987 campaign that
he intended to seek office only one
time, succession became a legislative priority shortly after taking
office.
The House passed an amendment
in 1988, but it died in the Senate,
in part because of the insistence
that an amendment include a provision for a runoff primary. Such a
runoff would require a second party election if one individual did not
receive a majority °rein votes cast
in the primary.
Wilkinson said he adamantly
opposes any runoff provision.
Runoff elections are simply bad
policy, he said.
"It is the thing that states have
used in the past to deny minorities
the opportunity to be elected to
statewide office," Wilkinson said.
He also warned that candidates
from less populous areas in eastern
and western Kentucky would have
difficulty winning statewide races.
There also are partisan reasons
against it, Wilkinson said.
Democrats, who traditionally
have large, crowded primaries,
would have to fight it out among
themselves perhaps twice in an
election year, Republicans would
be able to sit back and reap the
benefits.

(Cont'd from page 1)
despite an ultimatum to leave the
garrison by today.
Tourism officials today prepared
about 20 buses to go into Makati to
evacuate tourists to the airport, but
heavy fighting forced them to halt
the convoy.
Later, rebel and government forces agreed to a brief cease-fire to
negotiate details of releasing the
foreigners. But the talks stalled
because of demands by rebel cornmander Lt. Col. Rafael Galvez that
government troops withdrtiv at
least a half mile during the
evacuation.
Galvez, in command of the
mutinous First Scout Ranger Regiment, said he wanted government
troops out of small arms range
because he feared shooting would
break out as the foreigners were
leaving.
The talks were dragging on at
sundown.
The insurgents on Saturday
moved into the district that is home
to many foreign diplomats and
journalists, taking control of about
22 buildings.
The U.S. Embassy and others
urged their nationals to flee Makati, even if they lived in areas not yet
touched by the fighting.
Scores of Americans arrived
today at the U.S. Seafront housing
compound, which was guarded by
U.S. Marines. Others moved to
hotels near Manila Bay, about five
miles west of the fighting.

By DAVID TUCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Nletalsmith and jeweler Harry Furches of Murray is one of 48 Kentucky craftsmen featured in Phyllis George's new book, "Kentucky
Crafts - Homemade and Heartfelt."
Staff photo by David Tuck

Survey...
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(Cont'd from page 1)
1984.
By comparison, the number of
gas-heated homes increased just .1
percent from 1986 and remained
below the high share of 29.2 percent reported in 1982.
Steffy attributed the rise in
electric heating to decreases in the
use of wood and kerosene and the
increased popularity of electric
heat pumps.
The 1988 survey also found:
- 83.7 percent of the valley's
homes had air conditioning, up
from 77.3 percent in 1979.
- 97.7 percenr had hot water
heaters, 79.2 percent of them
electric. Both figures reflect little
change since 1979.
- 43.5 percent had dishwashers,
up from 35.6 percent in 1979.
- 79.4 percent had clothes
washers, compared to 78.1 percent
in 1979, and 71 percent had clothes
dryers, compared to 64.1 percent in
1979.
- 65.6 percent had microwave
ovens, compared to 47.1 percent in
1986 and just 9 percent in 1979.
- 50.9 percent had separate
food freezers, a decline of 1.4 percent from 1986 and the lowest
level since the surveys began.
According to the survey, 74.7
percent of TVA's residential customers in 1988 lived in singlefamily homes, down from 76.3 percent in 1986. Over the same period,
the number of customers in apartments and mobile homes rose about
1 percent, to 11.7 and 9.5 percent.
Westat polled 2,85 residential
customers for the survey and
reported a response rate of 94.1
percent using mail, telephone and
in-person questionnaires.

Harvey slated
to announce
finalists for
MSU presidency
Murray State University Board
of Regents Chairman Kerry
Harvey will announce the finalists for the president's post at a
news conference at 5:30 p.m. this
afternoon at the Curris Center.
Harvey said the names of the
entire list of 20 candidates submitted last month by the board's
presidential screening committee
will not be announced, only
those finalists who will be
invited for on-campus interviews.
The board narrowed the list
after a closed-door meeting Friday and Saturday. The university
will begin conducting interviews
Eater this month.
Harvey said earlier this month
that the board hopes to name the
new president by early February.
"The process has gone very
smoothly so far," according to
Harvey, who added that the new
president will not take office
until July 1, 1990, he said.

Illuminaries to
again light Olive
Residents on Olive Boulevard
between North 13th and North 14th
Streets will continue with their
annual tradition of lighting illuminaries on their street. They will be
lighted at dark on Sunday and
Monday, Dec. 10 and 11, according
to J.D. Rayburn, one of the
residents.
In the event of bad weather, the
annual lighting will be on Dec. 17
and 18.

GM Program Cars

Murray metalsmith Harry Furches has received several calls after
being featured in Phyllis George's
new book on Kentucky artists and
craftsmen.
Titled "Kentucky Crafts Homemade and Heartfelt," the
book has been plugged nationally
by the wife of former Kentucky
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr. It features
profiles and color photographs of
48 craftsmen from around the
Commonwealth, with each artist
telling about his or her work.
"I've had several inquiries since
the book was published," Furches
said. "One call was from a girl who
wanted a set of wedding bands most of my calls are from people
who want jewelry that is one-of-akind."
A professor of art at Murray
State University, Furches said
George came to his house to conduct a preliminary interview in the
summer of 1988. She interviewed
about 100 artists before narrowing
the list to the final 48, and he said
he felt lucky to be chosen for the
book because man)' of the other
artists were more "folksy" in their
chosen media. Be it homespun or
polished, all the art featured in the
book will be seen by a wide
audience.
"It's already been through several book fairs in Texas and New
York, and it's available at Bloomingdale's in New York City," Furches said. Phyllis has done a lot for
the craftsmen of the state."
Photographs in the book show
Furches working in silver hollowware, and the artist says he prefers
to work in precious metals.
"I do more jewelry in gold for
rings and things, but for hollowware and vessels, I start with silver
plates mostly," Furches said. "The
trend in jewelry is going back to
yellow gold; I never liked white
gold very much. Yellow gold looks
like gold. White gold looks like
silver."
His interest in jewelry came
naturally: his father, .William R.
-Thews, operated Furches' Jewelry
Store in Murray 54 years before he
sold the business two years ago.
"That is kind of where I got my
start in jewelry," Furches said. "I
fixed clocks at the store and

learned to work with my hands
before I went to college."
Furches, 55, majored in art at
MSU and went to graduate school
at the Rochester (N.Y.) Institute of
American Technology. A teacher
for 27 years, his classes at Murray
State now cover art appreciation,
design and metalsmithing. His
wife, Jeanneatte, teaches nursing at
MSU. And, while he's not yet
counting the days, Furches looks
forward to retirement when he and
his wife can have time to travel and
sail.
"1 plan to retire in three more
years," Furches said. "I like teaching, but I like traveling, too."
He added that it is difficult to
come home and make art after
teaching it all day, and he plans to
get a new perspective on his artwork after his teaching days are
over. One avenue is already exploring is so new only a limited body
of material is available on it, so he
is learning about melting stained
glass into art forms as he goes.
Furches is taking panels of
stained glass, placing them over
metal supports, and heating them in
a kiln until the colored glass melts
enough to conform to the shape of
the metal underneath. The bluegreen glass of one broken attempt
resembled the trough of a wave,
reflecting the artist's devotion to
the water.
"I'm into sailing and the ocean,
and this vessel kind of looks like a
wave," Furches said. "I call it a
vessel because I don't believe in
ashtrays - I hate smoking."
Although he is well-known and
respected for his custom-designed
jewelry, he has one piece that he
won't copy for just anyone. An
inch-long, spiral-shaped seashell
found on a beach in the Bahamas
was cast into 14-karat gold, but
Furches said they are for members
of the immediate family only. So
far, he has made 15 solid-gold
shells from his mold.
"This started as a Christmas present, then it became a family
thing," he said. "Now, you almost
have to have one to really be in the
family. I've had people ask me if
they could get one, and I tell them
'no.' They'll have to get their coAn
shell."
"Kentucky Crafts - Homemade
and Heartfelt" sells for $40 and
will be available locally.

Owner closes ambulance
service in Hickman Co.
CLINTON, Ky. (AP) - Hickman County ambulance service
operator Nell Byassee suspended
service Monday after learning, in
the aftermath of the shooting of an
ambulance dispatcher, that they are
not covered by medical insurance.
Ms. Byassee, her nephew and
two sisters ran the ambulance service with the help of several parttime employees.
"I can't afford to hire these people, bring them in here and put
them on the ambulance service and
them not be insured," she had said
earlier.
Her sister, dispatcher Judy Gray,
was shot by an intruder at about
2:30 a.m. CST Nov. 24 while she
was on duty for the ClintonHickman County Ambulance
Service.
After her release from the hospi-

tat, ms. Gray said she learned she
was not covered by insurance,
leaving her wondering how she
would pay her hospital bills.
Ms. Gray said she phoned ambulance board chairman Jimmy
Weatherford, who told her the city
would not pay her bills.
Weatherford said earlier that the
ambulance service is a non-profit
agency with no employees. The
workers are Ms. Byassee's employees, he said, and she is responsible
for their insurance.
Ms. Byassee said she was unaware she had to insure her workers.
Hickman County Judge Executive Greg Pruitt said Monday
that the city was attempting to have
several other communities provide
ambulance service "until this issue
is resolved."

Read the want ads daily

1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Silver)
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Red)
1989 Pontiac Grand Am (Black)
1988 GMC Jimmy 4X4 (Tan)
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix (White)
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix SE (White)
1989 Pontiac Sunbird CT Cony. (Silver)
1989 Pontiac Sunbird CT Cony. (White)
1989 Pontiac Bonneville LE (Blue)
1989 Buick Regal (Gray)
1989 Olds Cutlass Supreme (Blue)
1989 Olds Cutlass Supreme (White)
1989 Cadillac Seville (White)
1989 Cadillac Seville (Maroon)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille (White)
1989 Cadillac Sedan Del/Ille (Gray)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DoVille (Maroon)
1989 Cadillac Brougham (White)
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVIlle (White)
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Couple selected for national honor
FRANKFORT, KY — Rick and
Stacy Murdock of Murray have
been selected one of the nation's
top three outstanding and innovative farm and ranch families in the
1989 National Conservation Farmer
Awards program.
The awards, given by the
National Endowment for Soil and
Water Conservation and funded by
the Du Pont Co., annually honor
agricultural conservationists who
do an exceptional job of managing
soil and water resources, preventing Of reducing air and water pollution from agriculture and helping
other produccrs and the public
learn why and how to protect agricultural resources.
The Murdocks will be honored
during a ceremony at the White
House at which they will receive a
S1,000 cash award.
"This is indeed an honor for
Kentucky," said Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Cabinet Secretary Carl H. Bradley.
"Stewardship of our land has long
been a priority of the Commonwealth's agricultural community.
The Murdocks are an outstanding
example of how farmers can blend
natural resources management with
profitable food and fiber
productivity."
The Murdocks farm 800 acres in
Calloway County. They have 150
acres of corn, 150 acres of wheat
and 150 acres of soybeans. Eighty
acres of the farm is in woodland,
and 266 acres is in pasture and hay.
They raise dark-fired tobacco, have
beef cattle and run a 600-head hog
operation.
They have had a conservation
plan for their farm since 1973. The
plan mixes traditional conservation
techniques such as erosion control
structures, grass waterways, diversion ditches and rip-rap grade stabilization structures with innovative conservation techniques like
no-til cultivation rotation, combined with a traveling gun irrigation system, and a rotational grazing program.
Conservationists from around the
world have visited the Murdock
farm to observe their conservation
techniques. The Murdocks also
have received numerous awards for
their livestock and crop production,
erosion control and conservation
efforts.
"Our land is a living, breathing
profile," Murdock said in his entry
for the awards program, "and any

force which changes the characteristics of this profile affects its
future productivity. Our family is
dedicated to the practice of soil and
water conservation and teaching
the principles of stewardship to
others."
The National Conservation
Awards Program has been conducted since 1982. Competition
begins among farmers at the state
level. One farm family represents
each state in the national competition, which is narrowed down to 10
national finalists and ultimately to
the top three award winners.
The Allen Franks family from
Todd County was among the top
three national winners in 1982, and
the Davis Dixon family of Fulton
was among the top 10 national
finalists in 1985, according to Stanley Head, director of the Division
of Conservation in the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet. The Division of
Conservation serves as a clearing
house for Kentucky's nominations
to the awards program.
The National Endownment for
Soil and Water Conservation is a

non-profit, privately funded, nonpolitical organization dedicated to
conserving the nation's agricultural

A

•
"•,4
,

a
Rick and Stacy MuNlock are pictured as they received a certificate at
the American Agricultural Editors' Association annual meeting in
Milwaukee, Wis., in awards program sponsored by National Endowment for Soil and Water Conservation. They have now been named
for a national honor to be presented at the White House, Washington,
D.C.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
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How many times have you heard
J 96 4 2
V K Q 1075
the admonition "Play safely for •Q 10 6 4 3
•9 2
your contract and avoid reaching 4 - - 4K 10 6 2
for a greedy overtrick"? If you sufSOUTH
fel: an occasional lapse, don't de4K 10 97 2
spair. Look what happened to a
•8
slam played in the 1954 World
•K 8 5
Championships.
•A 9 5 3
Dummy's heart ace won, and the Vulnerable: East-West
ace and queen of trumps were Dealer: South
cashed. Not wishing to draw the last The bidding:
West
North
East
trump and return to dummy in dia- South
Pass
Pass
14
I•
monds, South took this "convenient"
14
4•
44
Pass
opportunity to finesse in clubs. He
4 NT
Pass
54
Pass
led dummy's queen for a winning fi- 64
Pass
Pass
Pass
nesse that lost. West ruffed and
Opening lead: Heart four
South had no way to recover, losing
his slam by one trick.
BID WITH THE ACES
South could have played safely
12-5-B
for 12 tricks had he not been con- South holds
cerned with the measly overtrick.
483
All he had to do was draw the last
•K Q 1075
trump and lead a low club toward
•9 2
•K 10 6 2
dummy, giving up on the finesse.
When West discards, dummy's North South
1•
queen forces East's king. Later 14
4
•
?
South finesses against East's 10 to
ANSWER: Pass. Slam should be bebring in the suit. (Note that the diayond reach, and a forward move
mond finesse is unnecessary.)
might result in a risky five-level
If West holds the club bank incontract.
stead of East, the safety play will
still work. If West ducks the first
club, dummy will win and South will
return to his club ace to repeat the
procedure. West will get only one
club trick.
NORTH
12 5- A
•A Q 6
VA3
•A J 7
4Q J 8 7 4
EAST
483
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You won't have to read lips to know Social Security taxes are going
in 1990 — you'll see evidence in your January paycheck. The tax
rate nudges up from 7.51 percent to 7.65 percent, claiming an extra
S14 of every $1,000 you earn. More significant for those earning
more than $48,000 is another rise in the Social Security wage base
— the amount to which the tax applies. In 1989 the 7.51 percent
applies to the first $48,000 of income. The 1990 figure is likely to
be around S50,700. That would make the top Social Security tax
next year $3,879, up $274 from 1989's maximum.

WEST
4J 5 4

Hardware

Bessie Parks celebrated her 97th birthday Monday. Mrs.
Parks still
enjoys making patchwork quilts "by hand" and spends
her days
dewing quilts and talking to customers at Wild Raspberry
town Murray. She attends many craft shows during the in downyear and
church on Sunday.

Higher Social Security Taxes

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

ACE

r.

Ar'

weakness of many muscles. This
leads to hand, arm and leg weakness,
difficulty speaking, inability to swallow, cramps and severe muscle wasting. The respiratory muscles are involved late in the disease.

DR. GOTT

•

resources and promoting a sense of
stewardship by all Americans for
the land.

'

The U.S. Census Bureau is holding testing centers in the area for
prospective employees each
weekday.
Crewleaders and enumerators are
needed beginning January and
February and will be hired soon.
The minimum salary for the positions will be $5.50 an hour and 24
cents per mile.
There arc two tests given daily at
each site. The following is the
schedule of testing sites and times
for Marshall and Calloway County.
Mondays: Benton Library, Benton, 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. (no
morning session Dec. 11.).
Tuesdays: Hardin Library, Hardin, 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Wednesdays: City Hall, Hwy.
1713, Calvert City, 9:30 a.m. and 1
p.m.
Thursdays: Chamber of Commerce, Hwy. 641, _Murray, 9:30
a:m. and 1 p.m.
Fridays: Hazel Baptist Church,
Hwy. 641, Hazel, 9:30 a.m. and 1
p.m.

©1969 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Happy Birthday

I

Census Bureau
continuing tests
for employees

Treatment consists of physical
therapy (to help maintain muscle
function), muscle relaxants(to reduce
cramping). gastrostomy (to maintain
nutrition through a feeding tube) and
respiratory assistance. The course of
the disease is not entirely predictable;
20 percent of patients survive more
than five years.
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Diagnosing cough,
voice weakness
DEAR DR. GOTT: Four years ago.
I had surgery for medullary cancer of
the thyroid. I now have a right paralyzed vocal cord from scar tissue and
radiation therapy. My voice is very
weak,and I cough constantly. My doctor has suggested Teflon injections
into the vocal cord. Do you think this
would help?
DEAR READER: I am not an earnose-and-throat specialist, so I won't
comment on whether a Teflon injection would be appropriate for you.
The purpose of the Teflon injection
is to stabilize and stiffen a vocal cord
that has been injured. Such an injury
may follow neck surgery or irradiation if one of the laryngeal nerves,
which control movement of the vocal
cords, is severed or impaired.
In patients,ho have had surgery
for thyroid cancer, doctors would naturally worry that either the tumor
had spread and/or post-operative
scar tissue might be the cause of
hoarseness and cough. In these instances, surgery to remove malignant
cells and scar tissue would be more
appropriate than Teflon injections.
If you feel uncomfortable about the
advice given by your doctor, I suggest
you seek a second opinion from another ear-nose-and-throat specialist.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Viruses and Cancer." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their name and address to P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please tell me
about the new drug for Parkinson's
disease.
DEAR READER: Selegiline (Eldepryl) has recently been approved by
the Food and Drug Administration for
treatment of severe Parkinson's disease. It is used in combination with
the standard drug therapy, levodopa.
Selegiline inhibits an enzyme that inactivates levodopa. Formerly, many
patients taking levodopa developed a
tolerance to the drug, requiring larger and larger doses, resulting in severe side effects, such as nausea.
flushing, confusion, palpitations and
involuntary body movements
Now, with selegiline, less levodopa
can be administered This permits
Parkinson's patients to maintain a
more satisfactory and lasting functional independence.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I would like information on amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS). Thank you.
DEAR READER Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis(Lou Gehrig's disease)is
a nerve disease of unknown cause
marked by progressive, incurable
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FREE Claim Filing For
All My Clients

753-7890

LOU V. McGARY

•.:•

The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a

month.
Who will pay the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call
for free information on custodial, intermediate, and skilled
nursing home coverage.

PHOTO COUPON

Wednesday
is...
NI-F

DOUBLE DAY

9-7

Second Set of Prints

Sat,

95:30

FREE!
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-41 75

How to change the tune
of the holiday blues. j
(*)
0

c.)

...YOUR BEST PAINT VALUE

SAVE 7.00
CEILINGNT

SALE

SO.
••••
C ••••••••
I•mr, •••••

OUR FINEST
ACE-TONE CEILING PAINT

0/11'

to

0

Flat Whits
• Hid*, Calling 'moat/actions
• H•avy-13ocilad Formula
• Bright

99
7
1
R

. 14.99
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.../11111.
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For Helpful Hints On How To Cope With The Holidays
Come To Our Workshop/Support Groups
WHERE; Charter Counseling Center
104 N. 5th Street, Murray

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
753-3361
208 E. Main

DAMS;

Wednesdays, Dec. 6, 13, 20 and 27

112dE:

6:30-7:30 p.m.

Presented by Sandy Sartin, M.S.W. and Mary Valentine, Ed. D

NO CHARGE • RESERVATIONS ARE LIMITED

Call 502-753-8494

•
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter To The Editor

Families to be'adopted'
Dear Editor,
The residents and staff of Fern
Terrace Lodge would like to share
in making this Christmas joyous
for all the people of Murray and
Calloway County. There are many
families in our community who
need our help. We will be working
with Needline to adopt a family for
Christmas. We challenge other

businesses and especially healthcare facilities to join with us in the
true Christmas spirit.
Sincerely,
Glada Dodd
Administrator
Fern Terrace Lodge
505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
INCREASING THE TAX ON TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL
WILL NOT RAISE REVENUE
The crushing burden of the federal deficit has forced the Administration and Congress to scramble and find ways to cut our $100
billion debt. Recently an Administration task force suggested raising the federal excise tax on tobacco and alcohol products. They
predicted that thisjna-ease would generate roughly $14 billion in new
revenue over a five-year period. However, a close look at this proposat reveals nothing more than an elaborate fiscal game of smoke
and mirrors that v4ould have a damaging effect on Kentucky's
economy.
To begin with, tobacco and alcohol prOducts are already two
of the hea%iest taxed consumer goods, Nearly $9 billion in tax revenue
is generated from tobacco and $5.5 billion from alcohol sales each
year. Excise taxes are purposely added into the price of these products to make consumers belie% e that the price reeds the finished
manufactured cost of cigarettes or a bottle of bourbon. Actually,
the hidden cost of these taxes boosts the price of a pack of cigarettes by as much as 40 cents.
An increase in the excise tax would quickly turn into a
regressi‘e tax damaging to the economy. For example, the $2.9 billion
generated from this measure would be more than offset by the $4
.billion in lost income and benefits to U.S. workers because consumption %%ould actually be reduced. Simply put, as the price rises fewer
people w ill buy the product.
For Kentucky, the economic costs would be staggering. Over
5,000 people--growers, agribusinessmen, factory workers, and
distillers to name a few--would be tossed but of work. These job
losses in our breadbasket industriesould ripple, through and reach
virtually every area of the state's economy. Municipal governments,
already strapped for cash, would be forced to cut back services even
further in the face of a shrinking tax base. Schools, rural health
centers, and road improvements w ould suffer.
In the face of all this evidence it is clear that increasing the excise tax would only serve to make our problems worse.I have _contacted Dick Darman, Director of the Office of Management and
Budget and Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady to voice my opposition against the task force's recommsrdation. I reminded them that
George Bush was elected to the Presidency on a platform of no new
taxes-and that includes the excise tax. I intend on holding the Administration to its pledge.
The deficit must be eliminated but the government should not
In balancing the budget on the backs of Kentuckians. Instead of
hitting taxpayers with another increase the Administration and Congress must sit down and take a long look at federal programs and
make the tough, belt-tightening decisions that are necessary to get
our fiscal house in order.
SHORT RIBS"

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Escaping the world of Christmas

In any season, Shaker Village of
Pleasant Hill — about 25 miles
southwest of Lexington — is a
calm island of simplicity. At
Christmas, when the rest of the
world is shrill with piped-in carols
and the insistent ring of cash registers, the Shaker enclave offers
sanity-saving peace. Not that
Christmas is ignored by Shaker
tradition, but rather it is raised
above the holly-swept sea of
commerce.
Admittedly, the Shakers were a
peculiar lot when they arrived in
this country from England in 1774,
led by their prophetress-leader,
Mother Ann Lee. Known as the
"Shaking Quakers," their only passion in life was for their religion,
which they celebrated with frenetic
shaking and whirling dances.
"Hands to work and hearts to
God" was a Shaker epigram, and
they devoted their spirit to establishing communities where they
lived and worked together in harmony and prosperity. They led
celibate lives, relying on conversion to propagate the faith. Beside
celibacy, they adhered to strict

codes of daily confession of sins, teeth criss-crossing the rolling
separation from the world, and the hills. Neat brick buildings dot
the
community of goods. Moreover, landscape, and white pickets mark
they believed racial and sexual off communal dwellings
and
equality, and conservation of outbuildings.
resources were guiding principles
Inside the Trustees' Office,
for their communities.
where guests register and where the
Pleasant Hill, which was first dining rooms are, visitors get their
established in 1805, is a showplace first acquaintance with Shaker
of Shaker artifacts. Such inventions decor — and decorum.
as the flat broom, circular saw, the
Characteristic Shaker pegs line
bentwood box, and the wooden the walls of each room,
providing
clothes pin are displayed in the convenient storage space
for anycontext within which they were thing that gets in the way
of cleanused in everyday life. More than 20 ing. Unused chairs
are hung
Shaker buildings, including a coop- upside-down, so that if
dust coler's shop; a meeting house; and lects, it will fall off naturally
when
central family dwellings have been the chair is turned right-side
up for
restOred to yesterday's stark splen- an occupant.
dor so that 20th century visitors
Rag rugs provide the only
can learn more about this industri- streaks of color in rooms
that are
ous utopian community.
white walled with dark trim.
When Pleasant Hill was in its
The personnel at Pleasant Hill
heyday, around 1830, the resident would make the original Shakers
Shakers led the rest of Kentucky in proud. They are thorough.
polite.
scientific farming in the propaga- and exacting in their efforts
to
tion of sheep, cattle, and hogs. In make sure that guests receive
addition, the Shakers took the lead impeccable service. Of course,
in the development of time-saving none of them really are Shakers,
and productivity-enhancing agricul- since the sect officially closed its
tural implements. The sale of flat- ranks more than 30 years ago.
The
brooms, preserves, garden seed, last Pleasant Hill Shaker, in
fact,
and herbs brought commercial died in 1923.
prosperity to the community, and
Built in 1839, the Trustees'
made the Shaker name synonymous Office was an "outer court"
where
with excellence.
Shaker trustees, trading deacons,
A December weekend at Shaker and office deaconesses lived. Here,
Village is a splendid way to escape visitors from other Shaker villages
the world of shopping malls. were entertained, charity was disApproaching the village from pensed to the poor, the honest
Route 27, visitors first spot the inquirer was counseled, and
all
stone fences, their jagged limestone commercial relations with the

"world" were conducted.
Modem visitors check in at the
Trustees' Office, and make dining
room reservations, while marvelling at the magnificent twin spiral
staircase. From the top floor of the
building looking down, the whorling cascade of steps offers an
impressive view of Shaker design.
Dining at Shaker Hill means
hearty, homecooked fare, with such
favorites as country ham and tart
Shaker lemon pie. Fresh baked
rolls and biscuits are coaxed from
the oven at the instant of
perfection.
Lodging at Pleasant Hill is
simple and comfortable, with several buildings to choose from. Most
lodging structures not only have
rooms with private baths, but also
feature a common room, complete
with fireplace and a stack of wood
to take the chill off winter nights.
There are modern conveniences,
like telephones and televisions, but
a perfect evening at Pleasant Hill
might be sitting in a rocking chair
and enjoying the rhythm of your
own breathing. It is not a place
where you make lists of everything
you have to do when the weekend
is over. Do not bring your business
calendar.
Shaker Village at Pleasant Hill
presents a serene backdrop for
meditating about the true meaning
of the Christmas season. At night
you can hear the voice of the wind,
and you can see the moon break
through the black winter sky like a
rim of hope.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN

Today is Tuesday, December 5, the 339th day of 1989. There are 26
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On December 5, 1933, Prohibition came to an end as Utah became the
36th state to ratify the 21st Amendment to the Constitution, thereby repealing the 18th Amendment.
On this date:
In 1831, former President John Quincy Adams took his seat as a member of the U.S. House of Representatives.
In 1848, President James Polk triggered the Gold Rush of '49 by confirming that gold had been discovered in California.
In 1901, movie producer Walt Disney was born in Chicago.
In 1932, German physicist Albert Einstein was granted a visa making it
possible for him to travel to the United States.
In 1955, the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations merged to form the AFL-CIO under its first president,
George Meany.
In 1977, Egypt broke diplomatic relations with Syria, Libya, Algeria,
Iraq and South Yemen in the wake of criticism that followed President
Anwar Sadat's peace overtures to Israel.
In 1978, the American space probe Pioneer Venus 1, orbiting Venus,
began beaming back its first information and picture of the planet to scientists in Mountain View, Calif.
In 1985, on Wall Street, the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose above
the 1,500-point level for the first time, then fell back to end the day at
1,482.91.
Ten years ago: Feminist Sonia Johnson was formally excommunicated
by the Mormon Church because of her outspoken support for the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution.
Five years ago: Iran's official news agency quoted the hijackers of a
Kuwaiti jetliner parked at Tehran airport as saying they would blow up
the plane unless Kuwait released 14 imprisoned extremists.
One year ago: A federal grand jury in North Carolina, indicted PTL
founder Jim Bakker and former aide Richard Dortch on fraud and conspiracy charges. (Bakker was convicted of all counts; Dortch pleaded guilty
to four counts and cooperated with prosecutors in exchange for a lighter
sentence.)
Today's Birthdays: Senator Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., is 87. Singer
Little Richard is 57. Author Joan Didion is 55. Author Calvin Trillin is
54. Actress Morgan Brittany is 38.
Thought for Today: "Our civilization is still in the middk stage: scarcely beast, in that it is no longer wholly guided by instinct; scarcely
human, in that it is not yet wholly guided by reason." — Theodore Dreiscr, American author (1871-1945).
— Ily The Assededsil Press
.e"

Ten years ago
preliminary loan of $20,000 from
Free leaf pickup with city leaf Department of House and
Urban
machine will begin immediately, Development.
according to Murray Mayor Melvin
Mrs. Jane Rogers of Murray was
B. Henley.
crowned Mrs. Murray State at halfPictured is the new story and time of Murray-Tennessee
Wesleyhalf Baptist Student Center costing an basketball game.
Murray won
$575,000 now under construction 83 to 51 with Blondett
as high
at Chestnut and Waldrop Streets. scorer for Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Thirty years ago
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Ingam, Nov. 27,
L.J. Hill, Marvin Hill, Bobby
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Latimer and Emmett Erwin were
Grant Black, Nov. 30.
presented honorary degrees by
Twenty years ago
Marine Pvt. Patrick R. Taylor, Hazel High School Chapter of
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Tay- Future Farmers of America at
lor, is serving at Guantanamo Bay, Parent-Son Banquet held at Student
Union Building, Murray State
Cuba.
College.
Murray Municipal Housing
A white wrought iron fence has
Commission has been granted a
been erected around the Confederate monument on the court
square in downtown Murray
1900 Unitted Filature Syndicate Inc
through work of Murray Chamber
of Commerce, J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Confederacy and Calloway Fiscal
Court.
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Forty years ago
Calloway County was the center
of attraction day throughout the
state as the Forestry Progress
Celebration was held on campus of
Murray State Coillege. This
marked the planting of the two millionth pine tree in the county and
the two hundred millionth pine tree
in Tennessee Valley.
W:P. Roberts of Murray Florist
said that unusual dry weather for
this time of year is causing untold
damage to plants and shrubbery in
Murray and Calloway County.
James Thompson, son of Mrs.
Gcla Thompson, is attending University of Kentucky, Lexington.
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MURRAY TODAY

Isolirrmy Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor-

Th'e' Nati-oitv Scene grinned at church
A 'Live' Nativity Scene will be produced at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church, located on Coles Camp Ground Road off
Highway 641 North, on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 8 and 9. The six
different scenes with live camels and other animals will be shown
from 6 to 9 p.m. on both days. Persons may view the production set
outside the church and then go to the downstairs fellowship hall for
refreshments. There is no admission charge and plenty of parking wilt
be available. Scenes from the 1988 production include, top left photo,
Shepherds by the fire; bottom left photo, the manger scene with Baby
Jesus; top right photo, Joseph with Mary riding a donkey. This will
be sponsored by Coles Camp Ground, Temple Hill and Independence
United Methodist Churches with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis as pastor
who invites the public to see this special production. Also assistance
will be from Mason's Chapel, Hazel, Martin's Chapel and Bethel
United Methodist Churches.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County HospOtal for Friday, Dec. I.
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Brown baby boy, parents, Crystal and Frank, Apt. D26, Mur-Cal
Apts., Murray;
Hollingsworth baby girl, parents,
Tammy and Thomas, Rt. 1, Box
309, Mansfield, Term.;
Gibbs baby boy, parents, Debra
and Glen, 400 South 12th St.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Sonja Hardin, Rt. 5, Box
199, Benton; Mrs. Lagena Miller,
Rt. 1, Box 199, Farmington; Mrs.
Teri Cobb and baby boy, Rt. 7,
Box 107, Mayfield;
Mrs. Lanette Hunt, 2115 Gatesborough, Murray; John Parker, 432
North Fifth St., Paducah; Mrs.
Robbie Shields, Box 93, New
Concord;
Mrs. Clyda Mosley, Box 271,
New Concord; Gregory Steinfeldt,
Rt. 6, Box 123, Murray; Mrs. Vickie Allen and baby boy, RI 8, Box
363, Murray;
Mark Sowers, 228 Commercial
Ave., Fulton; Harvey Pritchett, Box
2, Dexter; Clinton Burchett, Rt. 7,
Box 909, Murray;
Mrs. Sadie Runyon, Rt. 3, Box

(Cont'd on page 6)

Brass Basc
Sensor Lamp

Community events are listed
Tuesday, Dec. 5
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
German Shepherd Dog Club will
meet at 8 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library, For information
call 436.2858.

By Rainey Apperson
Again this year, the "live" Nativity Scene production will be at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church.
Performances will be from 6 to 9
p.m. Friday and Saturday, Dec. 8
and 9. Coles Camp Ground is
located on Highway 1429, 21/4
miles cast of Highway 641 North.
Highway 1429 is one mile north of
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Twila and Cecil Lovett were
telling me that a 150-member cast
will present the drama to tell the
story of Jesus Christ from his birth
to the last supper.
Temple Hill and Independence
United Methodist Churches will
also participate with Coles Camp
Ground, along with assistance from
Mason's Chapel, Hazel, Martin's
Chapel and Bethel United Methodist Churches. The Rev. Kendrick
Lewis, pastor, will serve as the
director.
The story will feature eight different scenes with three live camels
and other animals including goats,
donkeys and sheep.
Refreshments will be served in
the fellowship hall downstairs each
evening following your tour of the
production. You arc invited to
bring your family and friends.
• •

•

After an eight-year absence,
Dickens Alley is returning to Murray in Press Alley. This old-fashion
non-commercial Christmas Celebration is a wonderful way to spend
a Christmas evening.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club with Ruth
Pickens and Mona Blankenship as
co-chairmen is organizing the Dec.
15 and 16 event. The hours will be
from 5 to 9 p.m.
The public is invited to share
this old-fashion Christmas.
• • •
Sandra Sturtz of the Junior
League of Tuscaloosa, Ala., wrote
this holiday wish for the Merry
Mart, held there recently. I want to
share these thoughts with all of
you.

These Are My Holiday
Wishes for You
May you find serenity and tranquility in a world you may not
always understand. May the pain
you have known and the conflict
you have experienced give you the
strength to walk through life facing
each new situation with courage
and optimism. Always know that
there arc those whose love and
understanding will always be there,
even when you feel most alone.
May you discover enough goodness in others to believe in a world
of peace. May a kind word, a reassuring touch, and a warm smile be
yours every day of your life, and
may you give these gifts as well as
receive them. Remember the sunshine when the storm seems unending. Teach love to those who
know hate, and let that love
embrace you as you go into the
world.
May the teachings of those you
admire become part of you, so that
you may call upon them. Remember, those whose lives you have
touched and who have touched
yours are always a part of you,
even if the encounters were less
than you would have wished. It is
the content of the encounter that is
more important than its form.
May you not become too concerned with material matters, but
instead place immeasurable value
on the goodness in your heart. Find
time in each day to sec beauty and
love in the world around you. Realize that each person has limitless
abilities, but each of us is different
in our own way. What you may
feel you lack in one regard may be
more than compensated for in
another. What you feel you lack in
the present may become one of
your strengths in the future.
May you see your future as one
filled with promise and possibility.
Learn to view everything as a
worthwhile experience. May you
find enough inner strength to determine your own worth by yourself,
and not be dependent on another's
judgment of your accomplishments.
May you always feel loved.
Best Wishes to You This Holiday Season.

Murray Calloway Swim Team
will have its monthly board meeting at 7 p.m. at Malinauskas home.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
Murray State University
Orchestra with Dr. Jordan Tang as
conductor will perform at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, MSU. Admission is free.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Murray High School Tiger J.V.
and Varsity boys basketball teams
will host Hickman County at 6
p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 5
Auditions for "How the Other
Half Loves" by Community Theatre will be at 7 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway County Public
Library.
Wednesday, Dec. 6
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will
meet at 12 noon at Sirloin
Stockade.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
WMU Week of Prayer program t
9:30 a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Dorothy with Chi Chi Miller at 11
Lm.; Rebecca Whittaker at 2 p.m.;
Kathleen Jones with Hazel Tarry at
2 p.m.; Bea Walker at Holiday Inn
at 6:30 p.m.

with

Directional

Wednesday, Dec. 6
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.
Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
(Cont'd on

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include bridge
with Shirley Wade as hostess at
9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon
with Erma Tuck and Dclma Trotter
as co-chairwomen.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

Christmas
Vacation (PG)
Starring Chet-y Chase

A meeting of all seniors interested in 1989-90 Mentorship Program at Calloway County High
School and their parents will be at
5 p.m. at the school cafeteria.

705
1:10

Back to the
Future 2
(PG)

Place In Window
Automatically
Turns on at Night
Turns- off in Daylight

Harlem
Nights (I?)

N1SU Chess Club will meet at 6
p.m. in Mississippi Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.

Bargain Matinees
$3.00 Adults
$2.50 Children

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Coming December 22
Walt Disney's
The Little Mermaid

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

UPS SHIPPING DAILY PICK-UP
Free Gift Wrapping
Hot Cider Serned

TREASURE
HOUSE
Smahside Shopping Center
753-6798

Health Express of MurrayI
eli,"/WIMP..."11
.-.
•

SPelir
11
—'

GREAT GIFT
- IDEAS FROM...

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a.m.; UMW
Executive Committee at 9 a.m.;
UMW social tiome at 10:30 a.m.:
UMW progam at 10:30 a.m.;
Finance Committee at 7 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Group II of CWF at 2
p.m.; Handbell Choir Practice at
5:30 p.m.; Adult Literacy at 6:30
p.m.
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Maxim Indoor Broiler & Barbecue
Now Maxim makes it possible to enjoy
great barbecue taste year 'round!

Great For Entertaining The Maxim Expres 2
Espresso Cappuccino Maker.
Just in time for Christmas receive a IREL
set of Espresso cups with purchase.

The Maxim Electric Wok
...it's a great addition to your kitchen!
Stir Frying - Deep Frying - Steaming - Red
Stewing - Braising.

'Check out our party supplies for holiday entertaining!
'Now taking orders for gift baskets!
'Gift wrapping and dehotry availablet
-- Open Sunday --

Bel-Air Center, Murray
,
hihabLe01164141.111

753-5679
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Downey and Wright wedding planned Community...
Sandra Hughes Downey of 706
North 18th St., Murray, and
Timothy Brian Wright of 528
Broad Si, Murray, announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Hughes of
Rt. 7, Box 320, Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Ms. Flo Wright of 528 Broad Si,
Murray, and Bob Wright of Cleveland, Miss.
Both Ms. Downey and Mr.
Wright are employed at Fisher
Price Toys.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, Feb. 2, at 6:30
p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. Ms. Downey
will be given in marriage by her
two sons, Stephen Downey and
Scott Downey, also of 706 North
18th St.. Murray.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Hospital.

••

•

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday, Dec.
2, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Grogan baby boy, parents, Betty
and Kim, Rt. 1, Box 143, Murray;
Cope baby girl, parents, Paula
and Larry, Rt. 1, Box 141,.Almo.

Computer Course will be from 6
to 9 p.m. in Room 209N, Business
Building, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4229.
4

•

Wednesday, Dec. 6
p.m.; Administrative Board at 7
p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
Kern Conley will be soloist at
7:30 p.m. service at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Week of Prayer for Foreign Mission program with Brotherhood in
charge will be at 7 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, Mission Friends and Sanctuary Choir
at 7 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include business meeting at 7
p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting
at 8 p.m.

•

DATEBOOK
Sandra Hughes Downey and
Timothy Brian Wright to marry

Dismissals
Arthur Ferguson, Box 41, Shady
Oaks, Murray; Mrs. Sheila McKinney and baby girl, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Muerel Starks, RL 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Tammy Jones and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 301, Sedalia; Mrs.
Judy Brumley, Rt. 5, Box 1262,
Murray; Mrs. Ila Zaremba, B-11
Mur-Cal Apts., Murray;
Mrs. Margaret Downs and baby
girl, Rt. 6, Box 308, Murray; Mrs.
Thelma Manning, 2002 Coldwater
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Cora Leffelman,
Rt. 10, Box 395, Benton;
_
Leamon Irby, RL 2, Box 202,

"It takes special people with special dedication
to create the right insurance protection for you,
and then do it right the first time."

•

CALL

DALE WILLIS
at our
Murray Office

seitonessada,...
The Exceptional Name In Insurance

Mayfield
247-4&52

Murray
753-8810

Murray; Mrs. Beulah Paschall, Rt.
1, Box 43, Puryear, Tenn.; David
Gustafson, Rt. 2, Box 174A, Hazel.
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Dec. 3,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Geri baby girl, parents, Karen
and Michael, RL 7, Lynn Grove
Apts., Murray.
• Dismissals
Ms. Peggy Jean Mills, Rt. 1, Box
159B, Hardin; Mrs. Debra Jo Gibbs
and baby boy, 400 South 12th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Lone Linn Parrish,
Box 1355, Murray;
Mark Edward Jackson, Ri 2,
Box 395, Paris, Tenn.; Frank W.
Rougemont, 502 Natcor Dr., Dover, Tenn.; Taz Youngblood, Box
27, New Concord;
John Curtis Willoughby
(expired) RL 5, Box 145, Murray;
Robert Tilmon Lamb (expired) 635
Riley Ct., Murray.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Monday, Dec. 4. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Miss Danielle Lee, Rt. 3, Box
89, Metropolis, Ill.; Mrs. Marjorie
Harrell, Rt. 8, Box 1115, Murray;
Mrs. Deanna Wolf, 1404 Vine St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Betty Grogan and baby
boy, RL 1, Box 143, Murray; Miss
Kimberly Lane, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Marshall Henry, 821 Sha-Wa
Circle, Murray;
Charles Bell, Rt. 2, Box 37A-2,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Vick, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Paula Cope, and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 141, Almo;
Mrs. Audie Dowdy, Southside
Manor K-2, Murray; Melton Mitchell, Rt. 5, Box 250, Murray; Earl
Byerly, 1398 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray;
Milford Mathes, P.O. Box 201,
Hazel; Mrs. Bertie Gingles, 1606
Farmer Ave., Murray; Mrs. Leila
Erwin, 1009 Story Ave., Murray;
MIS. Flora Perry, 203 Pine St.,
Murray; Mrs. Martha Thompson,
1700 Calloway Ave., Murray.
Freshmen at Millikin University
in Decatur, Ill., begin their college
lives by attending camp. The university rents a nearby 4-H camp for
a two-day orientation program that
precedes the beginning of classes.

We own and offer
TVA
Tennessee
Valley Authority
Power Bonds
8.75%* Due 10/1/19
'State and local tax free
*Aaa rated by Moody's and
AAA rated by Standard &
Poor's
*Five year call protection
*Goverrunent agency
Call or atop
by today.

753-8810

Benton
527-8621

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Wesley
Foundation Lunch akt 11:30 a.m.;
Handbell Choir Rehearsal at 4:15

e•

Six officers of Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers
of America, along with their advisor, Mrs. Sally Crass, attended the
National Cluster meeting held Nov. 17-19 in Little Rock, Ark. The
group visited Old State House Museum upon arrival and stayed at
Capital Hotel. The opening assembly was at Excelsior Hotel with
3,900 members and advisors representing 21 states present. "Make A
Difference" was the theme and a presentation, "Desire," was shown.
The group attended workshops and heard a musical presentation by
the group, Sound Fuzion from Memphis State University on Saturday. On Sunday the youth and adults attended officer training sessions and heard John Crudele, a frequent speaker at National FHA
meetings, give his presentation, "You Are the Message." Attending
were, from left, top row, Betsy Gupton, historian, Marianne Gilbert,
recreational leader, L,esia Nesbitt, reporter; bottom row, Amy Miller,
second vice president, Barbara Warner, parliamentarian, and Alison
Burton, scholarship chairman. Not pictured is Mrs. Sally Crass, FHA
advisor.

_

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 Lm. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Zit

Mir

FHA members at meeting

Paducah
443-7420

Wednesday, Dec. 6
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University.- For Information call 762-6851.

4

(Cont'd from page 5)

384, Murray; Exie Adams, 312
South 10th St., Murray;
Mrs. Christine Beaver, Apt. C-13
Mur-Cal, Murray; Elmo Workman,
22917 Doremus, St. Clair Shores,
• Mich..

(Coat'd front page 5)

Egs

David Lane
520 Main St.
(National Hotel)

A

753-7401

Edward
D. Jones &Co.°
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Todd Nathaniel Gibbs born
MT. and Mrs. Glen Gibbs of 400 South 12th St., Murray, are the parents
of a son, Todd Nathaniel, weighing seven pounds four ounces, measuring
201/2 inches, born on Friday, Dec. 1, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have two other sons, Justin, 5, and Cody, 3. The mother is the
former Debbie Thomason. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Glen B. Gibbs
of Murray and Mrs. Joann Thomason and the late Arnold Ray Thomason,
Ri 7, Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs of RL 2,
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Wilson of Tell City, Ind., and Mrs. Christa
Thomason and Mrs. Lorene Yates of Carlisle County.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Sarah Housden and D. Burkeen from Lourdes; Daniel Collier
of Murray, Rudy Hutson of Buchanan, Tenn., and Neal Brooks of Farmington, Western Baptist.

Civitans will meet Thursday
The Murray Civitan Club will have its next meeting on Thursday, Dec.
7, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant. Rowena Enterson, program coordinator, said the evening's program will be presented by personnel from
Judy's Flowers. Anyone interested in Civitan involvement is invited to be
the guest of the Murray Civitans for dinner.

Class to meet at Cooper home
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church 's Ladies' Nondenominational Group will meet Thursday, Dec. 7, at 1 p.m. at the home of Melva Cooper, located off Highway 94 West one mile past Lynn Grove, turn
right on Jim Scott Road to first house on right. Entertainment will be by
Molly Ross who collects antique musical instruments, plays them and
sings. She also will be brining the devotional thoughts for the day. All
ladies were welcome to join this group for dessert, coffee, fellowship and
Fun. For information call 435-4136.

Murray WOW plans family night

-

Murray Lodges of Woodmen of the World will have their annual Family Nigh Christmas party on Saturday, Dec. 9, at 6 p.m. at WOW Youth
Camp, U.S. Highway 641 North. The King's Sons will present special
entertainment. All members of the Murray lodges and their families are
invited to attend, according to Jim Crick, WOW spokesman.

Cheerleaders plan clinic
A Cheerleading Clinic for kindergarten through fifth grade will be held
Saturday, Dec. 9, from 8:30 to 12:30 p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway County High School. This will be sponsored by Boys Varsity Cheerleaders of
CCHS. The registration fee will be $10. All participants in the clinic will
perform between games on Saturday night, Dec. 9, at Calloway County
Alumni games. To register call the high school, 753-8141, from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m., Monday through Friday; or after 4 p.m. call 753-3187 or
489-2795.

Workshop planned on Friday
A workshop entitled "Humor and Anger in the Workplace" will be Friday, Dec. 8, from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Broadway United Methodist
Church, Paducah. Each participant will be awarded 6.4 contact hours. The
fee is $25 and lunch will be served for $3.50 per person. Nationally
known Anger Specialist Devon Webber will present "Anger Is Your
Choice." Webber has been featured on the Donahue, Geraldo and Sally
Jessy Raphael Shows. Those planning to attend are asked to call the Education Department at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, 1-575-2723.

Garden Department will meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have a potluck luncheon on Thursday, Dec. 7, at 12 noon at the club house. Helen
Hodges will be the featured speaker. Hostesses will be Billie Hall, Margaret Owens, Lurline Billington, Hazel Mattltai, Margaret Taylor and
Mimi Jordan.

Girl Scouts' Showcase Saturday
Jackson Purchase Girl Scouts will sponsor their annual crafts and baked
goods sale, Showcase '89, on Saturday, Dec. 9, at Graves County High
School, Mayfiewld. Girl Scouts from first grade through high school will
offer inexpensive handmade crafts and baked items for sale to other
scouts and to the public. Nothing will be priced over $5. The booths will
be judged by Bear Creek Service Representatives from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
and the sale will begin at 10:30 Lm. and continue until 1:30 p.m. Girls
participating should bring a sack lunch. The public is encouraged to
attend and to bring their children to shop.

The Boston
Tea Party
Holiday Inn
753-0910

The
Pasta
Buffet

Wednesday Nights 5-8 p.m.
All-You-Can-Eat!
Only

2.99

Wednesday, Dec. 6
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club classes at
4:45 p.m., super dinner at 5:30
p.m. and Chancel choir at 7:30
p.m.
‘
.4

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30
p.m.; prayer meeting and Youth
Choir at 6:30 p.m.
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Murray K mart
plans shopping
for children
The Murray K mart will open its
doors at 8 a.m. on Saturday, Dec.
9, for its fifth annual Christmas
shopping spree for underprivileged
children.
As part of a national Good News
Program, the K mart at Murray will
allow 20 children to select $20
worth of merchandise of their
choice. The children will also be
treated to breakfast at K mart and
receive a gift-wrapped present from
Santa Claus.
Several organizations provided
the names of need children from
the community. Last year the Murray K mart provided a Christmas
holiday for 28 children.
The community-wide participation in past year's shopping sprees
for needy children convinced
employees at the Murray K mart
that the event is a worthwhile community projeci
"We have found from past years
that sharing Christmas activities
with the underprivileged children
in community benefits everyone
who participates," said K mart
manager Mike Baugher. "We care
about the community we live and
work in," Baugher added.
Also the Murray K mart has a
children's Christmas tree at the
front entrance of the store. On that
tree are the first names of local
needy children.
On the back of the child's tag is
the first name of a child, the age
through 18, and also the sizes for
the child. The children's tags will
be numbered.
Any person may select a child
from the tree and sign in a book
indicating the child selected. The
person is then asked to buy a clothing gift for that child from any
store, wrap it and return to K mart
by Friday, Dec. 15, according to a
member of the Good News Committee at Murray K mart.
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Oprah Winfrey will
have one-woman
show on Jan. 13
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DALLAS (AP) - Talk show
host Oprah Winfrey will kick off
what she calls her "Year of the
Child" campaign in 1990 with a
one-woman benefit show here.
Proceed from the Jan. 13 performance will go to the local branch
of Save the Children, an international assistance agency for
children.
Ms. Winfrey plans to devote at
least one of her shows each month
to children's issues, according to
The Dallas Morning News.
"The (Dallas) show is a matinee
because we wanted to be sure
children could attend," said benefit
chairwoman Nancy Harvey Steorts.
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Fashion writers
give their opinions
about famous people
NEW YORK (AP)-If you cast
a jealous eye at the fashionably fit,
take heart.
A hefty Marlon Brando was
praised in the week's People magazine, but not exactly for his jogging
suit, and John Candy got mixed
reviews for knitwear.
A panel of five fashion connoisseurs gave their opinions in the
magazine's annual review of celebrity attire.
Candy's outfit was compared to
"a dad's sweater," by one reviewer. But another said, "One more
chin-up and he'd look a lot better."
The word on Brando: "It doesn't
matter what he wears, even if it is a
parachute."
First lady Barbara Bush won
praise for her faux pearls, and one
panelist gushed over Jackie Ohassis
as "the hippest woman ever."
Praises also went to Princess
Diane - "She's got the legs for
it" - and Angela Lansbury "10 out of 10..
The review of style-makers and
breakers dubbed actress Sean
Young "the scariest woman in
fashion," and panned Roseanne
Ban's "Mr. T look."
Actress Kim Buinger's penchant
for see-through evening wear is
blasted: "Is that a tattoo or is it her
lingerie?"
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Actions& Reactions

Compiledfrom staff, AP reports

Racer road worries continue with loss at ETU
Stan, AP Report

Junior varsity basketball
The Murray High Lady Tiger junior varsity came from behind for a
40-33 win
over Lone Oak Monday night. The Lady Tigers, now 2-1 on the season,
by Christy Bell and Renee Hornbucide each with 12, while Collette JonesW•111 led
had six.
•On Saturday night, Calloway County's JV Lakers used 14 points
horn David
Geurin and 10 from Rob Dennis to defeat West Hopkins, 38-33.
Michael Boyd
added seven and Seth Arent chipped in live for the Lakers.

Junior high basketball
The Calloway County 8th grade Lady Lakers leapt out to a 20-0 lead over
North
Marshall Monday night before emptying the bench, with all 16 players seeing plenty of action in Calloway's 50-20 decision.
Marti McClard scored 18 points on 8-of-12 shooting with eight rebounds
pace
Calloway, now 2-0, while Valerie Shelton added 15 points while dishing outtoseven
assists with tour steals, tour rebounds and no turnovers. Seventh-grader
Linda
Stubblefield hauled down seven rebounds oh the bench.
The CCMS Lady Lakers host Trigg County Thursday
• • •
The Murray Middle School Tigers and Lady Tigers posted wins over
Benton
Monday night. The Tigers, behind 18 points from Chris Allen and six
each from
Brent Keller and John Reed, used a strong second halt to win 43-29.
Robert
Weatherly led Tiger rebounders with six boards. A 12-point, 12-board
performance
from Bonnie Payne lifted the Lady Tigers to a 30-29 win. Maggie
Snyder
Saporito added five points as the Lady Tigers outscored Benton 9-2 and Tara
quarter to win their opener. Both teams will be in action on Thursday, in the third
hosting Mayfield starting at 6 p.m

Little league basketball
Players of the week from action in the Calloway County Girls Little League- (3rd
and 4th grade) Team 2, Amber Flood, Brook Boggess; Team 3, Melanie Heltsley,
Rosie Miller; Team 4, Lori Flood, Sarah Davis; Team 1, no report. (5th and 6th
grade) Team 1, Ashley Turner, Stephanie Ward; Team 2, Kim Eldndge, Jackie
Geurin; Team 3, Michelle Doran, Stephanie Holland; Team 4, Andrea Dolchen,
Carnmie Blaylock. Tournament pairing have been annouced for Dec. 16-17. On
Dec. 16, at 9 a.m., Team 3 will play Team 2, followed by Team 4 versus Team 1 at
10 a.m. On Dec. 17, the finals will be played beginning at 2 p.m

OVC basketball
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Austin Peay guard Greg Franklin was named the Ohio
Valley Conference basketball player of the week Monday for his 45-point performance in two games in the Acme Boot Classic basketball tournament. Franklin
scored 27 points, including 18 in the second half, to help the Governors defeat
Texas Tech in the championship game. In the opening game against Columbia
, he
shot a perfect seven for seven The 6-foot-3, 180-pound freshman is from Central
City, Ky.
'Tennessee Tech guard Van Usher was selected the league's newcomer of the
week for scoring a game-high 24 points and making a school-record eight steals
Tech's 89-76 win at Vanderbilt. The 6-foot sophomore is from Lithonia, Ga.in
•

II

•

Eastern Kentucky forward Kelly Cowan was named the OVC women's player
of
the week after leading the Lady Colonels to the championsK9 of the Tulane Classic. A 5-10 junior from Somerset, Ky., Cowan hit the deciding free throws in the
closing seconds of the championship.
'Cowan's teammate, Tracy Kindred, was named the week's lop newcomer in the
conference. A 5-6 senior from Hull, Ga., Kindred scored 12 points and made three
assists and three blocks over Nicholls State and added 8 points, three assists and
a steal in frve minutes agaiest Tutane before spraining an ankle.

College basketball
LAWRENCE. Kan. - Kansas, which started the season unranked, remained
unbeaten after six games and now trails only Syracuse in The Associated Press
Top 25. Syracuse (4-0) got 48 of the 63 first-place votes and 1,535 points from the
nationwide panel of sports writers and broadcasters alter winning lour games in its
first-ever week as a regular-season No. 1. Kansas (6-0) had 17 first-place votes
and 1,443 points, 18 more than Georgetown (3-0), which remained No. 3 and had
five first-place votes. Missouri (4-0) and UNLV (3-1) rounded out the top live and
were followed by Duke, Illinois, Michigan, Louisiana State and Arkansas.

College football
CORAL GABLES, Fla. - Miami, Fla., (10-1) improved two places to second in
the Associated Press poll. Miami will play in the Sugar Bowl on Jan. 1 against
Alabama (10-1), which fell from second to seventh following a 30-20 loss at Auburn
on Saturday. No. 1 Colorado (11-0) will play in the Orange Bowl against Notre
Dame (11-1), which moved up one spot to fourth. Michigan (10-1) still is No. 3 and
will play No. 12 Southern Cal in the Rose Bowl. If Miami loses and Notre Dame
wins, the Fighting Irish stand to win their second consecutive national championship. Rounding out the Top 10 are Florida State, Nebraska, Alabama, Tennessee,
Auburn and Arkansas.
.•
Tulsa receiver Dan Bitson, who helped the Golden Hurricane earn the team's
first bowl trip in 13 years, was hospitalized with two broken legs following a headon collision near the university. Bitson, who tied a team record this year with 16
touchdown receptions, underwent surgery in the afternoon and was in serious but
stable condition, coach David Rader said. The accident came 12 days before Tulsa, 6-5, meets Oregon in the Independence Bowl in Shreveport La., the Hurricane's first bowl appearance since 1976

Baseball
NASHVILLE, Tenn.- The winter meetings have turned into a game of Monopoly
with the free agents holding all the good cards - and the money. Baseball's
annual trade show got off to a slow start Monday with only one deal. The New
York Yankees sent catcher Don Slaught to the Pittsburgh Pirates for right-handers
Jeff Robinson and Willie Smith. Several players who are not tree agents are also
on the market, but come with expensive strings attached.
•Among them is Joe Carter, late of the Cleveland Indians. He's on his way to
the San Diego Padres, according to sources, but only if he reaches a contract
agreement with the National League team. Carter is eligible for free agency at the
end of the 1990 season and the Indians don't think they can re-sign him. Carter
wants $3 million a year for at least three seasons and most clubs want the Indians
to sign him before making the trade. But the Padres, who will send prized catching
Sandy Alomar Jr. to the Indians along with other players, have until We&
afternoon to get Carter's name on a new agreement.
•Several potential trades were being delayed as the big-ticket free agents
decided their futures. American League MVP Robin Yount, who was thought to be
close to deciding horn among Milwaukee, California and San Diego, may not
choose until atter the meetings end on Thursday. It wasn't immediately known
whether the movement of Carter to San Diego might prompt a move by Yount.
Riley's( Mark Davis has an otter of at least $15 million for five years from the
Philadelphia Philies. But the Padres, the team for which Davis had 44 saves this
season, and the New York Yankees are also in the running.

=

General
LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga. - An investigator said that although Atlanta Falcons
rookie Ralph Norwood had been drinking an alcoholic beverage before his death in
a car crash Thanksgiving_ weekend, he was not drunk. Hal Bennett, an in
in the Gwinnett Medical Examiner's Office, said tests conducted by the state Crime
Lab also showed that Norwood had no illegal substances in his body. Bennett
would not say how much alcohol the 23-year-old tackle had in his system, but
he
said it was below the legal limit of .10, considered driving under the inkiest* in
Georgia. Norwood died when his car veered down an embankment and
did a
Wee in Gwinnett County.

Swimming
ORLANDO, Fla. - Troy Dalbey, the American Olympian suspended for one
year after sluing a marble carving front a bar during the 1988 Olympic Games,
returned to Wen and finished second in the 200-meter freestyle at the U.S. Open
Swimming Chlittpiorships. Daboy was threatened with arrest by South Korean
authorities bailie being allowed to go home. Janet Evans won the
400-meter indIVidual medley and Soviet Olympian and former world-record holder
Sergity Zabelotnov won the 100 backstroke

Basketball
NEW YORK - Center Patrick Ewing of the New York Knicks, who was
the NBA player of the month for November, won player of the week honors.named
Ewing
averaged 3.8 points, 12.4 rebounds and 3.2 blocked shots in five games
week to edge David Robinson of the San Antonio Spurs. Ewing twice scored last
over
40 points and had a cerw-high 24 rebounds in a gam* at Golden State

Murray Le4Igar & Times Sports

CHARLESTON, Ill. - Life on
the road keeps getting worse and
worse for the Murray State Racers,
who dropped their second straight
loss Monday night when Barry
Johnson's two free throws with
five seconds on the clock helped
Eastern Illinois seal a 55-50 victory
in non-conference action.
The Racer offense was sluggish
throughout the first half, with Eastern Illinois (3-1) taking a 31-20
lead before Frank Allen's halfcourt shot at the buzzer cut the gap
to eight points leading into the
Intermission.

Murray's problem was shot
selection in the first half, as the
Racers managed only 35 percent
shooting from the field in the period. In the second half, the selection improved, but the accuracy
didn.t
"We did a better job of getting
good shots in the second half, but
we didn't have much luck," MSU
coach Steve Newton said, referring
to Murray's 1-of-14 accuracy from
inside the lane during the second
half.
Despite hitting only 29 percent
of their shots from the floor, the
Racers managed to pull to within
one point twice in the second half
but could never complete their

comeback. Eastern, meanwhile, ray State hosts Souther
n Illinois
held a 53-47 lead late in the game University Saturda
y evening in
but lost their insurance at the chari- Racer Arena
for their 1989-90
ty stripe.
home opener.
The Panthers missed the front
MURRAY STATE (59)
end of three 1-and-I fouls in the
0-0 0-0 0, Pride 4-5 1-2 9, King 2-8
last 40 seconds of the game before 2-4Trona
7, Overstreet 0-0 0-0 0, Allen 5-12 2-2 13,
Coble 1-5 0-0 3, Ogden 0-3 4-4 4, Bold 0-1 0-0
Johnson's two tosses put the game 0,
Rosana 0-0 0-0 0, Jones 5-17 3-5 14 Totals
out of reach.
17-54 12-17 50
EASTERN LUM0111 (55)
"It was a very physical ballJones
7-11 12, Nelson 0-0 0-0 0, Rowe
game," Newton said, "with a lot of 3-4 1-2 7,2-7
1461//m 1-1 3-56. Johnson 4-7 2-2 10.
West
bodies on bodies - but that's what 1 211,1-2 0-0 2, AkNinria 0-1 0-0 0, Olson 3-10
3-7 2-55, Nidkoison 0-0 0-0
Division I basketball is all about." o Totalslibrary:ow
17-39 16-27 SS.
Haiftime-E. Okapis 31 -Murray Si. 23 3-po4M
Newton said the game was "one
pais- Murray Si 4-9 (King 1-2, Allen 1-4,
we'll benefit from. We played a lot Coble 1-1,
Jones 1-2), Home 5-15 (Jones 1-1,
of people and we're making Martin 1-1, Johnson 0-2, Olson 3-8). Fouled
Out-Ooden. Flebounds-lAurray Si 40 (Jones,
improvement - we're moving in Ogden 10),
E Illinois 20 (klironcow 10)
Assists-Murray Si. 11 (Alan 8), E. Ininoa 13
the right direction."
(Jones 4). Total fouls-Murray Si. 21, E
That direction is home, as Mur- 16 Techmee-None A-1,225..

Lady Tigers
down LOHS
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledgor & Times Asst. Sports Editor

The Murray High Lady Tigers
were able to hold off a late charge
by the Lady Flash of Lone Oak and
run their record to 3-0 with a 56-52
win at Tiger Gym Monday night.
The MHS girls held a 16-point
midway through the third quarter,
only to see it steadily evaporate
after point guard Ann Greenfield
cnt to the bench with her fourth
foul early in the fourth quarter.
Lone Oak chipped away at the
Lady Tiger lead, and got as close
as 52-49 with 3:10 to play before
two stickback buckets by Stephanie
Vanover, both after missed free
throws, and a jumper from Mary
Catherine Wooldridge enabled
MHS to take a seven-point edge
with 1:50 to go, and hold on for the
Ix in.
"We'll take 3-0 and a bad
game," Lady Tiger coach Jimmy
Harrell said. "We'll take an ugly
win over a pretty loss anyday."
Jennifer Parker led the Lady
Tigers with 22 and had four assists,
while Vanover tossed in 13 and
Greenfield added 11. Vanover and
Wooldridge led with seven
rebounds, while Greenfield had
seven steals.
After two easy victories over
Hickman County and Fulton City,
the Lady Tigers were not as sharp
against the Lady Flash, failing to
put the pesky Lone Oak bunch
away during early MHS spurts.
Things started well for the
Tigers when Greenfield scored on a
3-point play to start the game.
However, Lone Oak guard Donna
Brookshire, who had 16, points for
the contest, scored off a drive, and
Patricia Jones, who had 21 for the
game, scored on the break off a
nice pass from Brookshire.
Two scores from Greenfield off
steals gave MHS a 10-6 lead, but
four points from Patricia Jones tied
it up before a Greenfield layup and
a Vanover score gave MHS a 14-10
advantage at the end of the first
quarter.
After Lone Oak rallied to tie at
18 behind Patricia Jones, Murray
finished the half with a 15-6 run,
with 11 from Parker, including two
layups and a 3-pointer from the top
of the key that gave Murray a
33-24 halftime edge.
The Lady Tigers steadily
improved their advantage in the
third quarter until a score from
Parker put Murray up 44-28. A
3-pointer from Jennifer Burchette
and a score from Brookshire
whittled the lead to 11 entering the
fourth quarter.
Letonia Jones brought the Lady
Flash within nine before Greenfield
sat down with her fourth foul with
6:45 left. The Lady Flash took
advantage, closing to 50-45 when a
Murray player was hit with a technical foul with 4:15 left.
Murray was able to hold on
thanks to eight points in the fourth
period from Vanover.
"Stephanie got in there and
worked hard in the fourth quarter,"
Harrell said. "You have to reach
down for something extra in a
close game."
Although not happy with the
execution or the hustle, as the Lady
Tigers lost a bundle of loose
basketballs, Harrell was happy with
the ability to win on an off night.
"We kept our co
composure and
won the baligame,"
said.
"And that was the importaat
thing."
LONE OAK
16 24 35 IS
MURRAY
14 13 44 N
Lone Oak (52) - P. Jones 21. Brookshire
IS, Hooker 5, Burdwate 5,1 Jones 3. A Jones
2 Totals FO 19-4NI, FT 13-21.
Murray (NI) - Patter 22, Vanover 1$,
Greenfield 11, Wooldridge S. Fairbanks 2.
2, HaNkucide, Bell Toils FO 22-12.
& 28 rebounds (Veneer, WaNdridae

INV
14 turnovers •

Flew& - lone Oak 0-2. Marrow 3-0

Award-winners from the recent Calloway County
Kim Johnson, Coach's Award; Carrie Bell, Coach'sLady Laker soccer banquet included (left to right)
ra Mitchell, Coach's Award; Susan Lax, Outstan Award; Jenny Lough, Outstanding Defender; Darding Forward; Krista Stalls, Most Valuable Player,
and; Kristy Starks, Outstanding Midfielder.

Krieg's pass lift Seahawks past Bills
SEATTLE (AP)- For a change, much-maligned
Dave Krieg of the Seattle Seahaw ks was on the
offensive.
"It was important that we showed some people
that we can still play football," said the quarterback
with the sidearm motion who has taken a major part
of the blame for the Seahawks' dismal season.
Krieg's 51-yard touchdown pass to fullback John
L. Williams with 5:38 remaining beat AFC East
leading Buffalo 17-16 in the Kingdome on Monday
night.
After being benched tor two games by Coach
Chuck Knox, Krieg returned to the starting lineup in
place of second -year quarterback Kelly Stouffer, who
is called the franchise's quarterback of the future.
Perhaps on the verge of losing his own
although Seahawks owner Ken Behring has job,
said
there are no plans for a change, Knox put the present
ahead of the future.
"You don't want to be put in a situation like
that," Krieg said. "But I guess when you're 4-8,
somebody has to get blamed."
Thanks to Krieg's touchdown pass in the fourth
quarter, the Seahawks aren't 4-9 today.

The 51-yard pass to Williams was the longest play
of the season for the Seahawks. Krieg also had a
48-yard pass to rookie Travis McNeal, longest reception in the team's 14 seasons by a tight end, to set
up
Curt Warner's 1 -yard touchdown run in the first
quarter. The 44-yarder was Seattle's second longest
play this season.
Krieg, 31, has been booed long and often in his
10th season in Seattle. He became the 49th NFL
quarterback to pass for more than 20,000 yards in his
career Monday night but also was intercepted twice,
his 17th and 18th interceptions of the year.
He leads the NFL with 15 fumbles this season, two
shy of the league record.
"if! was a fan, I'd be frustrated, too," Krieg said.
"If I was a fan, I'd like tp see my team win, too. But
the fans should know we're trying to win as hard as
we can."
On one play, Krieg scrambled and improvised to
beat the Bills. He waved Williams back and then
lobbed the ball over linebacker Ray Bentley.
"We've done that a lot before," Krieg said.
It was one of those impromptu plays that Dave is
good at making," Williams said.

Kentucky runs down Bulldogs in shootout

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky let fly with shots past the
3-point line - until the game was
on the line.
The Wildcats attempted a Southeastern Conference-record 35
3-pointers, making 13, in taking a
102-97 victory over Mississippi
State in the conference opener for
both teams Monday night.
But in the final 2:20, when Mississippi State (3-1) made one final
rally, Kentucky scored six of its
points from the free-throw line and
six on drives to the basket to preserve the victory.
It was a pretty good exhibition," Mississippi State forward
Cameron Burns said of Kentucky's
offensive strategy. "It's a good
philosphy. It's hard to defend."
Kentucky (2-1), hitting six of
eight 3-pointers in the first seven
minutes of the second half,
expanded a 40-33 halftime advantage to 66-50 on Reggie Hanson's
long-range baskei
Mississippi State, making only
one of three 3-point shots in he
first half, hit five of 10 in the final
20 minutes to battle back.
Consecutive 3-pointers by Doug
Hartsfield, Tony Watts and Greg
Carter trimmed Kentucky's lead to
95-91 with 43 seconds left.
Five seconds late: Kentucky's
Scan Woods hit the first of two
free throws after being fouled in
backcourt. Teammate John Pelphrey grabbed the rebound on the
second shot to thwart Mississippi
State's comeback.
Kentucky's victory was finally
secured when Deron Feldhaus stole
the ball at midcourt and drove in
for an uncontested dunk for a
98-91 lead with 23 seconds to go.
"I told this group I would be
upset if we stopped taking the 3,"
said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.
"... We had movement from inside

to out.
"We would have like to have
shot a better percentage, but this is
exactly what I wanted."
Kentucky warmed up as the
game progressed, going from 13 of
43 for 30.2 percent in the first half
to 19 of 30 for 63.3 percent the
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final 20 minutes. The Wildcats
were 19 of 38 inside the 3-point
line for the game.
Mississippi State had trouble
with Kentucky's pressing defense,
turning the ball over 15 times in
the first half.
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Every home-owners' problem: where to store clutter
By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Odeveskiaturse

Most homeowners and apartment
dwellers have an ever-increasing
need to store away clutter — a
need that can often be met with
shelves.
Fortunately, almost every dwelling has overlooked space where
shelves can be installed — under
stairs, along walls in the garage, in
attic window wells and behind attic

11
t

knee walls, above and below kitchen wall cabinets and on the backs
of doors.
Here are tips for choosing the
shelving material best for your
needs.
— The type of material you
choose — wood, plywood, particle
board — will depend on the load
the shelf will hold as well as on
esthetic considerations. Remember
that shelf loads most likely will
continue to increase — shelves

'Anything goes'the rule
for decorating in 1990s
From BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS
For AP Nowstaatures

Almost anything goes, old and
new, when it comes to decorating
looks for the 1990s.
The following report from the

art'(;q (VIVIhcj
From Now Until Christmas
Lakeland Spring Water Co.
Will offer a special

15%
Discount
On Our
Springwell
Porcelain
Crocks
"Give the Gift
of Pure,
Natural,
Spring Water"
Open: Mon. thru Fri. 8-5
6MountairCValley `Vsra-ter
1-800-448-022 1

Spring Water From Hot Springs, ML
443-9625. Paducah

753-0819 Murray

Better Homes and Gardens Decorator's Almanac tells what's new,
what's hot and what's just plain
fun.
— Autumn colors and shapes
move inside. Look for a bounty of
leaves and berries on richly hued
fabrics, wall coverings and accents.
— The jeweled tones and nostalgic charm of tapestries and needlepoints are weaving their way
back into the home. If rugs or furniture don't fit into the budget,
accent pillows add dashes of the
decorating delicacy. Use them to
warm modern schemes.
— The once-chunky profiles of
sleep sofas have trimmed down and
shaped up, thanks to technical
advances.
— Once assigned to the porch,
wicker now makes itself at home
inside. New hues, including toasty
brown, give wicker visual weight
to stand up to sofas and beds.
— Part of the trend toward lush
interiors, fringe, tassels, ropes, and
cord are„showing up on new
upholstered pieces. Tie trims into
an existing scheme by edging pillows or roping up draperies.
— Move over verdigris, tin is in.
Accessories pounded out of this
metal are being plugged in or
painted and hung on the wall.

built to hold a few magazines may
have to bear the load of growing
stacks.
— When buying softwood board
lumber, the size you ask for isn't
the size you'll get. For example, a
I -by -8 really measures
/
1
4 -inch-thick by 71/4 inches. A
board's length, however, is always
exact.
— Most boards come in 8-foot
lengths. You can get longer pieces
in even-numbered feet. For an
additional charge, dealers will usually cut boards to any length and
width you order.
— Most dealers carry one or two
grades of "select" or "clear"

lumber —boards with few or no
knots or other defects. Use such
wood for highly visible shelves that
will receive a natural finish. Consider a less expensive and knottier
"common" grade when you're
planning to paint or put the boards
in the back of a closet.
— Buy from a dealer who'll let
you inspect the lumber. Sight along
a board's edges to make sure it's
straight.
— Nominal I-inch lumber is the
strongest commonly available
material for shelving, and it's
excellent for shelves less than a
foot deep. When making shelves
from lumber, keep in mind that a
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Free Refills On Drinks

510 Main St.
You Can't Eat This Well At Home For This Price

irnE LIVING-DINING AREA OF this house features a sloped ceiling
and a stone fireplace. There is one bedroom on the first floor and
another two upstairs. Plan HA1549Y has 1,126 square feet on the first
floor and 556 on the second. For more information write - enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope - to York & Schenke, 585 Stewart
Ave., Garden City, NY 11530.

g2270,TIA2L

pie — buy exterior plywood made
with waterproof glues.
— Most lumber dealers will cut
plywood to size. For economy, use
shelf widths that divide easily into
a sheet's 48- by 96-inch dimensions: 8, 12, 16, 24 and 32 inches.
Supply exact measurements and
indicate the direction of each
piece's surface grain. For strength
and looks, you'll usually want the
surface grain to run along a shelf's
length.
— For utility shelving, an inexpensive substitute is /
1
4 -inch particleboard, which comes in sheets
like plywood. Reserve this somewhat weaker and less rigid material
for light loads, or else support it at
close intervals.
— For quick shelving, prefinished shelves are a great convenience. Most have cores of particleboard, so use them for light loads
or support them at close intervals.
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

THE PRODUCT — A level with
a built-in measuring system.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this level handles standard leveling
jobs, plus those that require direct
measurement of angles, slopes,
grades and pitches...that it reads all
angles full-circle through 360
degrees, offering the angle measurement in a digital readout or
"electronic bubble"...that two
unique modes measure angles and
perform calculations for percentage
slope and rise over foot-of-run,
automatically displaying the calculation...that it is useful for the
installation of countertops, for critical carpentry,for the setting of
doors and for job inspections...that
it handles the measuring of deck
slopes, setting of drainage lines,
masonry and landscaping grades
and simulates the conventional
bubble for checking standard level
or plumb measurements...and that
it is shockproof and water-resistant.
THE PRODUCT — An epoxy
adhesive especially designed for
vertical and overhead bonding
projects.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this epoxy gel bonds quickly
through a chemical reaction
between the epoxy resin and the
hardener...that it will not sag or
drip, setting in five minutes...that it

bonds wood, metal, fiberglass, china, ceramic, glass and other materials...that, after the adhesive is
applied, bonded objects can be
handled in 15 minutes, with the
epoxy achieving full strength in
one hour at room temperature...that
it hardens to an opaque finish...that
it is available in a dual-syringe
container that dispenses equal
amounts of the resin and the hardener...arid that its special properties
make it ideal for bonding objects to
walls, ceilings, under counters and
wherever such projects normally
are difficult to handle.
THE PRODUCT — A motion
sensor light control that reduces the
problem of false triggering.
Manufacturer's claim — That
false triggering, caused by such
things as blowing leaves, will be
eliminated by 75 percent...that
when the sensor discovers heat in
motion, it takes a "second look"
to verify the object before it
switches the lights on...that the
sensor detects people in motion
from up to 70 feet away, providing
more than 4,500 square feet of
coverage...that a multitone lens
provides overlapping detection
zones for both downward and outward coverage...that it has a variable shutoff delay to allow the user
to adjust the period of time the
light stays on from one to 20
minutes...and that it is UL-listed
for wet locations.
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ARIES
SCORPIO
•
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
• ••
It's not the time to quibble over
A tendency to gloss over details
small points. Accent charm and should be avoided today. Be diligent
friendliness now with those on top. lest you have minor errors to correct
Today's financial developments later. Dating and leisure pursuits are
should be positive.
happily accented.
TAURUS
SAG TITARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Partners work well together as a
Getting things done around the
team. An invitation to visit friends at house will be one of your objectives
'tis the reason
a distance comes now. Social life is a today. Shopping for the home and
they'll be jolly.
gittS
plus today, but
don't
let entertaining guests are favored now.
inconsequentials upset you tonight.
Watch judgment after the noon hour.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You have extra incentive today to
Be less critical of a family member.
go after what you want. You'll be Otherwise, this is a good day to make
opening doors for yourself in career important phone calls and to
matters. A disagreement with a friend communicate your thoughts. Travel
VHS HO TABLE MODEL VCR
is possible over a money matter
and social life are pluses.
MODEL VG-7500
CANCER
AQUARRJS
.rioquency Synthesized Tuning •1I0 Channel Cade Com(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
ffik
patible Tuner .4-Event/14 Day Programmable Timer -One-.
It's a good day to meet with
Touch Recording wrth Stand-By •Video Scan and
You're on the go now and will
Freeze
Frame •Direc1 Access Remote Control
teachers about a child's progress. Joy accomplish what you set out to do. It
comes through recreational interests should be a productive time in
today. Romance is a plus, providing business and other financial areas. A
you avoid p.m. moodiness.
slight misunderstanding is possible
CAMCORDER
LEO
tonight.
WITH 8:1 ZOOM LENS
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PISCES
MODEL CG 9908
Business and pleasure combine to (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
saleir
•On Screen Date Ceslay •Built in
your advantage, but you could have
Except for a minor difference
Mcrophone •Time Laps Recorang
minor difficulties with a co-worker about money, things should go pretty
•CCO Sobd Slate image Sensor -8 1
now. Pay extra attention to details. much your own way today. Soca] life
%WV Zoom Lnes With Auto Focus
Domestic interests prosper.
•Electronc VierAnder with Pay:wick
leads to romance and plans fall into
Capatiday +lap-Speed Shutter
VIRGO
place for travel.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY work well with
It's not a good day to discuss groups and are willing to assume
what's wrong with your relationship. responsibility for others. Always
Accent the things that are going right strive to better yourself and don't
and you'll achieve greater closeness ever let yourself stay in a rut. You are
now. Dating should be a plus'
in tune with universal principles and
LIBRA
often achieve a notable success in the
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
arts. You would make a fine teacher
Your drive puts you a step ahead of or adviser as well. Birthdate of: Joyce
the competition today. Income Kilmer, poet; David Brubeck, jazz
lour General EleCIrIC Demi- r In
Lliwr,q
should improve. You may be musician; and Lynn Fontanne,
212 E 1••! r.1
entertaining
some
business actress.
753-1586
.4-colleagues at home this evening.
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wide board tends to "cup" — curl
up at the sides. Check its growth
rings and install it so that its heart
side, the side that was closest to
the center of the tree, faces
upward. The weight of materials on
the shelf will then work - against
warping.
— Plywood is an excellent and
very economical shelving material.
Plywood is usually sold in sheets
measuring 4 feet by 8 feet. A
/
1
4 -inch thickness is best for shelving. Plywood sheets are graded
from A to D, depending mainly on
how well patches (used to fix knots
and other blemishes on front and
back surfaces) match the original
grain.
For most uses, a good choice is
A-B (good front, fairly good back).
For rough storage, you'll save by
using a sheet with a C-plugged face
(moderate quality with knotholes
filled or plugged). At the other
extreme, a top-quality project may
deserve plywood faced with a special flawless N grade (no knots)
softwood surface — or with a hardwood veneer such as birch.
— If the shelves will be exposed
to water — in a kitchen, for exam-

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Phone: 753-1601

Hours: 7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Frt., 7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
We Accept Food Stamps
•
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The students in Betty Hassell's second grade class at Southwest Calloway Elementary have been studying the structure and function of the
eye as part of their health program. The highlight of the study was
disecting a cow's eye. Pictured in front are Jessica McKendree, Missy
Herndon, Miriam Rogers, Ashley Lowe, Billy Nored and Michael Potter. In back is Tana Henson.
Third and fourth grade students at Carter Elementary have designed
bookmarks. The bookmarks were designed in observance of National
Young Readers Day on Nov. 15. They were donated to the Bank of
Murray to be shared with their customers. Barbara Cain was in
charge of this school-wide activ

Dale Clayton wears the paper-mache mask he created in Ted Dotson's
sixth grade art class at Murray Middle School.

I AVI

After reading the story, The Old Black Witch, by Wanda and Harry
Devlin, the three first grade classes from East Calloway were visited
by the three witches who stirred up and served blueberry pancakes
as
a special Halloween treat. Pictured in front are Kevin Malone, Carlis
Buchanan Derek Shaffer. In the middle row are Matthew Leet,
Annette Anderson, Ashley Morris, Ben Cossey and Harlin Underhill.
On the back row are Nathan Anderson, Tessa Brandon, Brytani Darnell, Heather Lanham, Heather Blalock, Brandy Harris and
Rex
Ryan. The teachers are Martha Leet, Mary Janice Cooper and Fonda
Grogan.

Students in Patricia Cherry's first trade class at Southwest Calloway
County Elementary carved a pumpkin and removed the seeds. Students baked the seeds and ate them at the Halloween party. Pictured
are Delisha Lampkins, Meagan Overby and Brad Thurmond.

Second graders at North Calloway Elementary are shown making log
cabins during a unit about pioneers. Pictured are Kenny Roach, Josh
Smith, Ryan Norsworthy, Andy Broach and Jason Hargrove. The second grade teachers are Becky Vance, Pat Bailey, Mirriam Ferguson
and Karen Crick.

AL

Put Clement shared with Tina Ratterree's first grade class at Robertson Elementary the tools used by the Navaho women in weaving. Clement brought an Indian rug, sand painting, and Indian jewelry as
students created an "Indian Museum" of artifacts. Pictured with Clement are Alan Clement, Joey Randazzo and Joey Nolcox.

Linnie Hooks' fifth grade class at East Calloway Elementary enjoyed
a visit from Tonya Morgan's father, Connie Morgan. Mr. Morgan
talked with the class about how paint is mixed for automobiles. He
also pointed out how important it is to wear the proper mask when
spraying paint. Pictured are Marty Dedmon, Tonya Morgan, Connie
Morgan, Michelle Crouse and Michael Mize.

The International Bazaar was held at Murray State University. Some
of the social studies classes at Calloway Middle School visited the various displays. Pictured above, left to right, are Jorge Ballesteros from
Mexico, Marta Andrade from Honduras and Ruth Perkins of MSU,
coordinator of the cultural celebration. Also pictured from CCMS are
Chad Gray, Peter O'Rourke, Jack Dodd, Kevin Van D.vke, Pat Seiber,
Rhonda Kimbro, Brandon McCuiston, Amanda Jackson and Veronica
Dunn. Below, O'Rourke and McCuiston (shown wearing a sombrero)
look at the display of items from Mexico with Andrade and
Ballesteros.

Second graders in John Gingles' physical education class at North
Calloway Elementary are shown giving a yell for classmates during
the school basketball intramurals. Pictured are Cory Jennings, Jemma Leys, Emily Cleaver, Rebekah Foreman and Ruth Ann Hutchens.

Rick Fisher, physical education teacher at Carter Elementary, has
involved all third and fourth grade students in bowling as part of the
physical education program. Pictured with Fisher are Shane Andrew,
Corey Sykes and Thurman Foster.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway Count) County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Dines. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (7M-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (7S34693).

Ag;ir
Shea Forrester measures flour and salt while Chris Hendricks and
Paul Bell stir their "clay." The students later created sculptures, now
displayed at North Calloway Elementary. The students are fourth
graders in Janis Hicks' class.

&

The Technology Student Association at Calloway County
Middle
School recently went on a field trip to Briggs and Stratton. The
Briggs and Stratton facility provided our students with an excellent
educational experience as well as an enjoyable time. CCMS wishes to
thank Briggs and Stratton for their cooperation and support.
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By Abigail

020

Van Buren
ANYONE CAN APPLY!
Guaranteed Visa/ MC, US
Charge Even with bad credit. No one refused. CaM
(602)842-1067 ext U1323.

Woman Shrouded In Smoke
At Last Has Seen the Light
DEARABBY:My family has bee
.n
trying to get me to stop smoking for
the last 10 years. I would always try
to pacify them all by saying that one
of these days I would quit-regardless if I really meant it or not. And
then something happened to me that
completely changed my way ofthinking.
I was at my sister's home one
afternoon, and as I was leaving, my
4-year-old niece came running out
the door after me.She had a newspaper clipping in her hand,she grabbed
a hold of me and hugged me,told me
she loved me, and then asked me to
read the clipping to her. The article
was from your newspaper column.
and it was a letter that a woman
from Denver had written to you. Her
name was Susan Ortez,and she had
recently lost her mother to emphysema and pneumonia-this woman's
mother smoked for 50 years.
I began to cry as I read this letter
and finally realized that I was putting my family through a lot of unnecessary pain because of my unwillingness to break a habit. My
family is more important to me than
anything, and I would never do
anything to intentionally hurt them.
I understand their reasons now,and
am happy to'say that I have quit
smoking!
I want very much for this woman
in Denver to know *hat an impact
her letter had on my life. My thanks
to her for having the courage to write,
to you for allowing your readers to
see it. and to my niece. Heather, for
loving me! .
HOLLY SMITH, WICHITA, KAN.
DEAR HOLLY: Thanks for a
great letter. Meet pi soul sister in
Phoenix:
DEAR ABBY: Every morning, I
get up,get the naorning paper,fix my
cup of tea, light a cigarette and take
a,series of pills. I have chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and was
placed on a respirator for seven days
at the age of 38. I was in terrible
shun and lived only through the

060
Lod
And Found

Notice

We Pick Up
Waste
Cylinder Oil

grace of God and the prayers of my
two daughters, ages 16 and 19.
I am very much aware that smoking is a hard habit to break because
I have honestly tried to quit- but I
could never stay quit.
Abby. I want you to know that the
letter you had in the column from
Susan Ortez inspired me so much
that I cut it out and hung it on my
refrigerator door. Tomorrow morning, I am going to get up, get the
morning paper, fix my cup of tea,
take my pills and not light a cigarette.
Thank you, Abby. Thank you,
Susan. Wish me luck.
B.J. OF PHOENIX

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVAULET
1990 Astro 8 Pass.
Van 5336mo'
Call Gene at 73:517
Plus Tax, Tille & License
36 kb Closed End Lease
NEW Location of Grandma
Wien Bake Shop 407 N.
12th St Rolling Hills
Nursery Building Tues. thru
Sat 9700 to 530 Phone
759-9536 Murray, Ky

1st 55 gal drum
$10.00 each additional drum $5.00
500 gallons & over
FREE pickup.
Call

LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Emtxoidery Shop for all
supplies Be a pretty punch
hosteiss and receive free
Taylor Bus
gifts just in time for Christ753-9251
mas Make your cuslom
order selections now for
BOOK your Chnstrnas par- those personalized Christties now! Loure's Steak mas gifts Plain sweatHouse, 406 North 12th, shirts, small-4XL, starting
Murray.,ihcxie 753-2244. at just $4 (childrens $3).
football jerseys $4 8 $5.
Purses starling at $3.99.
Will sit with Sick
Printed sweatshirts $7.99.
or elderly - 24 hrs. Layaway available. 2 Rik%
west of Hazel on State Line
or will live in 5 days
Rd , 893 west (turn west at
- weekends off.
caution kght at edge of
Eight years exHazel). 492-8580.
perience. Excellent
PASSPORT Photos In
references.
stant passport photos avail
able at Allison PhotograLeave
message
phy, 753-8809
on recorder if I'm
not home.

DEAR ABBY: Some friends of
mine have an infant whom I love as
if he were family. I am touched that
they trust me enough to let me take
care of him occasionally. While he
was napping one day, I went in to
check on him, as all of us babytenders do almost automatically,and
a terrifying thought suddenly struck
me! What would I do if he weren't
OK? What if I didn't see his little
chest rising and falling with each
breath? What would I do, besides
panic?
I had thought about taking a CPR
class for years but never got around
to it. That's no longer true. It took
only a few hours. I hope I never have
to use it, but at least now I know I'll
never have to live with, "If only I
had ..."
My message is directed to everyone else who has considered taking a
CPR class but hasn't gotten around
to it yet. Call your local hospital or
Red Cross chapter and enroll in the
next class before it's too late.
JOANN AMORE, NORMAL,ILL
DEAR JOANN: I have suggested CPR courses before, but
it's an important message that
bears repeating. Thanks for the
nudge.

$1500 GOLD CARD No
turndowns No deposit
necessary Cash advances. Free $90 gift comb=lel Also VISA/MC virtually guaranteed' 1 (615)
664-3005. anytime

753-1334

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you go
to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $560.00 before
Medicare pays anything. For free information call:

PRE-INVENTORY and
Stock Liquidabon Sale 30%
to 75% Off Entire Stock!
Cross-stitch books 'A
504 each. Creative Expressions Needlework
Stwp 915 AB Coldwater
Rd. 759-1946 Closed on
Wed & Sat. 9 a m to 4.30
pm

Must Sell
Moving
$30
"
Also
Stand up Freezer
's100
"

I

All Prices Firm
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I CANT
FIND PaH SCARF'

ID FREEZE TO DEATH!
ID GET A ;ORE 14RDAT 1
ID CATCH PNEuMONIA
NO SIREE 10BETTER
31.)6T ;CAN 1.10tikE

YAW

HERE'S HCOR SCARF
CC ALL PLAC.ES, I
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KIDDING"'
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His Birthday is
Tuesday.
Hope it Doesn't
make him woozie!
But being 50
is Nifty!
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AND THIS
i5 ONE
OF HIS
HAPPIEST
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HI PHANTOM
HAVE A &OOP FLIGHT

BANGALLA ;

b.

38 Declare
39 "- Sir With
Love"
40 Math term
41 "The A -"
43 Wading bird
45 Sched. abbr
47 Scoffed
50 "Dynasty"
star: inits.
52 Facts
53 Actor Mineo
56 Jot
58 Gladden
60 Sun god
61 Drool;
slobber
63 Sea nymph
65 Lees;
grounds
66 Equally
87 Spring month

1 Piece out
4 "Cleopatra"
star inits
6 Armed band
11 Actually
13 Places for
corn bat
15 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
16 Was ill
18 Tardy
19 Health resort
21 Care for
22 Roman 51
23 "The Cuckoo"
26 Child's
favorite spot
29 Veronica 31 Secluded
valley
33 Bond
nemesis
34 Davis ID
35 Woodworker's
tool

LIBLUGGILLIAI
I WANTEP TO ASK
SARGE SOMETHINS,
BUT I GUESS HE'S
siOT IN A GOOD
MOOD RIGHT NOW

-

ACROSS

L-

WO N s •00•1•11

CRUISE SHIPS: Now hiring all positions. Both
skilled and unskilled. For
information
call
(615)779-5507 Ext.
H-1386.

Pto5anotol,ki.rs needed to
run out of Benton, KY pulling
tankers and miens Harm
weekly Sunning per Towns
23
,
28* split. Singles 221 a mile
per mile safety bon.. Canpany pud hoapitalisaison, life &
&liability meal=, 401K mum trent program. Minimum ot 21
yrs. old, I r. verifiable experience. No Dila. Call:

R.E. WEST,
INC.
1-800-280-2078
.
.
c Mon.-Fri. 8-5

2

3

DOWN
1 God of love
2 Retain
3 Asner ID
4 Choice part

4
I

il

21

1

EARN $300-$500 per week
reading books at home
Call 1615-473-7440 ext
B413

a.

NE1A
from
Futro
flee,
cars.

90

!Muslim
Wanted

RAW
Ian, 1
(6181

BABYSITTING my home
weekdays Lots of expen
ence arid TLC by chrisuan
mom Just off Hwy 641
midway between Hazel and
Murray References
492-8769
WILL clean
759-4931

RED
Barbi

houses

20'13
ribtxx
mast
drum
empt,
Mid
492-8

screen

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to PC Box 27145,
Detnot, MI 48227
EARN MONEY watching
TV! $50,000/ year income
potential. Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext.
K-10706.
EARN MONEY typing at
home $30,0001 year income potential. Details,(1)
805-687-6000 Ext.
B-10706.

WILL sit with the sick or
elderly nights or days For
more information call
753-4590 evenings
WILL sit with elderly or will
clean houses or offices
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635

AUTt.
buildie
$1,0C
Othei
489-2

110
Instruction

BREA
break
20 Orr
40di
home
Wallir
town
Saturt

404001..

PREPARE
FOR THE '90s
Train lot orImre lo

GROWING salon seeks
COSMETOLOGISTS for
employment We offer
lower rent rates, option to
retail, freedom to use
choice of products and to
set your own hours Full or
part-time positions are
open At last you can operate your own business without all the headaches Call
753-6435.

C••••••••••••••
6/•••••

Wage: $1,165/month. POSTAL Jobs. Starr
Send resume to William J. $10.79/ hour. For exam and
Benriter, Director of Food application information.
Services, Murray State Uni- Call(219) 769-6649 ext. Ky
versity, Murray, KY 42071. 109, 8a.m.-8p.m seven
MSU is an Equal days.
Opportunity/Affirmative AcPSYCHOLOGY Instructor
tion Employer
Master's degree minimum
DENTAL Assistant Experi- Temporary full-time leachence preferred but not ing position through May
necessary Professional, 31, 1990 Responsible for
ambitious person looking transfer courses and supfor long-term career need port courses for AAS de
only apply. Send resume to gree programs Submit letRoute 2 Box 299-M, Mur- ter of application and reray, Ky. 42071.
sume to David Schuermer,
Acting Dean of Academic
Affairs, Madisonville Community College, College
Drive, Madisonville, KY
42431. Application deadline December 15, 1989
MCC it an AA/EO
Previous Puzzle
employer.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

diet‘4170-

OAP/ It
NOTICE AWNING: DiFCERENT
ABOUT siE,GARFIEL17?

ATTORNEYS-National Paralegal School in the Mayfield area seeks instructors
for evening program For
immediate consideration
and further information,
please send resumes to
Mary C Wagner, P.O. Box
835, Mahwah, NJ 07430

Personals

C

a

Help
Wanted

PROFESSIONAL
DRIVERS

OF ALL PLACE;,
I NEVER THOUGHT
;NEI) ICOK -0-1,ERE

-
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REWARD Lost Motorola
2-way portable redo et vacinity of Independence
Church, Almo area
753-9562.

Warted

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES

BW T
portat
sewin
lovese

cr. earn to be a PHONAHone7

• SECRETARY
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
• WORD PROCESSOR
HOME STUDY'RES TRAINING

COMP
WW
acce
753-6:

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
IF QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE
1 (800) 327-7728

FISH
move,
753-1;

Noreen Grow Treleng Cap
Hdetra NercHro fleece IL

Marshall

Call 753-8202

ANC
,THEN STAND HERE FOR TEN
MINUTES HOPING IT WON'T COME?

LOST MHS Class ol 1991
ring, 'Brian Teitloff engraved inside Lost at
Pcgly Wiggly If found, call
759-1811 Reward

DRIVERS GET YOUR CA
REER IN GEAR! Bowling
Green State Transportation
Center in Bowling Green,
Kentucky can give you the
training you'll need to become a professional truckdriver Financial assistance
is available. J Et Hunt, one
of the country's most successlul motor carriers, regularly hires students who
have completed the approved course. Call
1-800-643-3331 J B. Hunt.
Where the driver matters
An equal opportunity employer Subject to drug

NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
DEBIT CARD COORDINA- qualify if: 'You do not have
Tommy
TOR MURRAY STATE your GED or high school
UNIVERSITY FOOD SER- diploma; You have been
out of school 9 months or
VICES
DEPARTMENT
050
Six-month
position;
may more, 'You are between
Wel
continue into next fiscal the ages of 16 21. We are
And Found
year. Most be willing to an E.O.E. This project is
work
flexible hours. Duties funded by the Western
LOST: Black Tomcat an
Managing
the day-to-day Kentucky Private Industry
swers to the name o
operation
of the Food Ser- Council- J.T.P.A. Call
'Tom-. White on chest,
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
neutered Lost in Haze vice part of new debit card 7 5 3 - 9 3 7
8 ,
for
new
meal
access
sysvacinity. 492-8892.
tem. Training personnel, 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
hiring students, trouble OCCASIONAL Day Work.
By GARY LARSON
shooting, and developing Flexible hours Some manmarketing materials are ual Ideal for student or
some known responsibili- moonlighter 753-8866
ties. Requirements/ 7.30 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday
7,•A
Qualifications: P.C. compu- 12-4 or Tuesday 12-5 only
ter use and experience is
necessary. Experience in PERSON to stock warehouse and general mainteany type of food operation
is a plus. Strong people and nance for local business
organizational skills. High Please call 753-8181 beschool required. B.S. De- tween 8-4 p m for more
gree preferred. Salary/ information.

.3T-17T11111
(WHY DO I RUSH DOWN HERE EVERY
MORNING TEN MINUTES AHEAD OF TIME
50 I WON'T MISS THE SCHOOL 3)57

TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape, only
70 per loot, slides 15c
each, extra copies only
$10 Video Production Specialties, Donna Darnell,
759-9246

Happy
Birthday

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Couch & Chair

SNAKESKIN boots' Ward's
Leather & Skins has snakeskin first quality boots at
unbelievably low prices
starting at just $99 95! Billfolds, belts to match. Also
leather accessones including leather vests, jackets,
belts and $5 leather billloads, ladies leather purses
Licensed Harley-Davidson
sweatshirts. $10.95. Layaway available 2 miles west
of Hazel on State Line Rd,
893 west (turn west at caution light at edge of Hazel)
492-8593.

LOST ,Sivouiec disc for
spare bee cover 489-2630

INN

Help

14•Ip
Wanted
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Answer to
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00000 GM WU
5 Mary Moore
6 Oars
7 Alternative
word
8 Trade for
money
9 Gastropod
mollusk

8
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v
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Wild
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WII
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(i) 1989 United Feature Syndicate

10 Dine
12 "- Law"
14 Selenium
symbol
17 Wife of
Geraint
20 Inquire
24 Trial
25 Guido's high
note
27 One opposed
28 "The
Drowning
29 Run easily
30 Mine
entrance
32 Old musical
Instrument
36 Roman
bronze
37 Meanders.
strolls
42 Repast
44 Paid notices
46 Place of
worship
48 Babylonian
deity
49 Evaluates
51 Roof edge
54 Solo
55
56 Exists
57 Ancient
59 Teutonic
deity
62 Actor
Marshall
64 G.I., e.g.

65+
tku

Fire*
inch 1

INSTRUCTION

rElOSUI

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

condit
753-31

START
THE
HF
YEAR RIGHT WIT,. A
NEC CAREER

GREA
carat
white I
5pm

ALLIANCE
ERACTONTRAILE

MA/MG CENTERS
LEBANON.TN

KENVV
FM ta
MTX
14- tin
radar
753-88

,
05

For more.
-Ac....Aaere
,

1-800-334-1203

KERCX
BTU,$
ware,
Open

NO TRAIN
NO GAIN!
Learn it/
a professitinal
intik Drnil
C.D.I. offers:
*Local Hands on lraining,
*Financial Aid
*Joh Platemeni Dept.

OREGI
inch pi
$8.99.
Wallin
town F
Saturdi

1-800-848-7364
Commercial Driter
Institute
Call Nest'!

STOCO
Greefir
a box
1624 C
WOLF
Home .
its. Sal
eel Of t
We hi
now.
Suntan
for Ca

130
For Sale
Or Trade

2 3 FORD engine $300.,
Chevy 400 engine $300.,
'82 Oldsmobile diesel engine $200 GM 350 and 400
transmission $90 each,
Mustang 4-speed transmission $85. Willis Jeep running gear $150. '79 Grand
Prix $700., Chrysler 318
engine $250. Roaders, rear
end radiators, body parts
for the following 4-79 Mustangs, 71-76 Impala, '78
LeBaron, '79 TransAm,'73
WENDY'S is now hiring for LeSabre, '77 Chevelle, '77
the day shift. You must be Cordoba, '72 Dart,
'77
able to work weekends. Grand Prix, '76 Jeep truck
You may apply between running gear All parts
2-4p m daily.
guaranteed and can install
WOULD you like to be a Call after 6 pm 759-1273
different kind of nurse' Re140
habilitation case management offers this opportunWord
ity We need a nurse who
To Buy
likes the freedom of being
on their own, a self-starter BUYING: aluminum cars,
who can work as a case battery, scrap metal, copmanager for people who per and junk cars. KGA
have been injured on the Recycling 492-8183 days,
job Full or part-time avail- 498-8785 nights.
able We train. Fees and NEED Cash, I'm Buying expenses. Send resume to: Old wood furniture, old
Eckman Freernane Assoc.. metal toys, riding tractor
P 0 Box 24420. Louisville, and cars. Call 753-5738
KY 40224
after 5 p.m

NEWS
REPORTER
Aggressive news reporter for daily
newspaper. Strong appreciation
for community journalism. Working experience desired. Take pictures, cover meetings, courts, police/fire beat, and wnte feature
articles. Initiative and creativity
desired. Send resume, cover letter, clips and salary requirements
to:
Murray Ledger and Times
Box 1040
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, Ky. 42071
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CLASSIFIEDS
110

150

Wad
To Buy.
NEW scrap yard, across
from Seven Seas Old Rice
Futrell Place Cans, batteries, aluminum, copper,
cars Top prices 753-0467
RAW Furs: Stanley McClellan, Pulaski, Illinois Phone
(618) 342-6316
RED 1988 Happy Holidays
13arbie Call 489-2742

SUNTAN Beds Commeraal quality, large size with
22 bulbs, Nati unit and
electrical lift
Call
753-3621
160
Home
Furnishings

160

Busbies
Musical

ROMA

FOR Sale Boss CE-3
chorus box, with AC adapter Paid $102, will sell for
$75 Digitech PDS 10026ga/A delay pedal with up to
two seconds of delay and
AC adapter New, $145,
selling for $110 Both
sound great and are in excellent shape; I'm going
MIDI. Call David at
522-6725 6-10 p m
weeknights

SMALL Business Building
Pnme location, intersection
of Sycamore and 4th
Streets Neely remodeled
CaN 753 8809

490

Pas
& Suppilse

Motorcycles

GROOMING DALE'S, 2513 1988 YAMAHA Warrior
Coldwater
Road, Like new Phone 753-5624
753-6756 Clean, new, after 6p m
modern facility
390

430
320
Apartments
For Rent

Real
Estate

Used
Curt
1978 TOYOTA 5 speed ii
good condition $1000
753-9872 or 759-9921

Wed
Cars

Simko*
011ers4

1988
DAYTONA
753-1713, 9-5

CONSTRUCTION New
homes. kerning, additions,
garages, paeos, decks, re1976 CADILLAC Seville modeling, solar greenShoe body, loaded, very houses 753 0563 Tripp
good condition $1000 Cal Williams, Builder
492-8254
ELECTRICIAN Licensed
1976 CADILLAC Seville contractor, quality work AfShort body, loaded, very fordable price No charge
good condition $1000 Call service call Runyon
492-8254
Electric Service 436-5279

SEWING Mactone Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Cal
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Ky
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

KOPPERUD REALTY ofSTEWARTS Upholstery
1 BEDROOM furnished fers a complete range of
Large selection of malarial
Real Estate services with a
apartment, nice and large
Masi
new springs, legs, etc Rea
ELECTRICA
Fireplace. close to campus, wide selection of quality 1979 CHEVROLET Malibu
installation
L
495
For Sale
HIDE A BED Couch Ask
sonable rates, tree pick-up
2.10
gas and water paid $175 homes, all prices
repair
and
installagas
Al
Classic station wagon
753 1222 toll free Clean, 42,000
20' BAND Saw, Surveyor's for Neal at Starks Brothers
month 753 7276
tion and repair Also refrig- and dekvery 436-5236
miles, good
Vane
Mobile
Homes
753
Miscellaneous
2922
1
800-251
HOME
nbbon. etc , stakes, Christ
Ext condition Excellent buy
eration. Cal 753-7203
SUREWAY Tree Service
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment 711L
1983 FORD Van 4.000 acmas stands, rebar, pallets
HIDE a Bed sofa brown 2-2846 GREENHOUSES. near
$1250 814 Coldwater Rd
Topping, pruning, tree re
downtown
Murray,
FAMILY
Coming
For
drums, kindling When plaid tweed $100
bench heater tan, etc 753-4109
NEW Condominiums For Daytime ask inside Call tual miles, wheelchair lift Christmas? Let us restore movie Aerial bucket truck
435-4167
empty, cleanup shop at 753-9744
$5000. or best offer Will
Fully insured for your pro
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, after 6 pm, 753-1817
your carpet to it's original
Midway
Redmon
APARTMENT for rent
sell
separate
tection Stump removal
1,380
sq
ft
plus
garage,
all 1980 FORD Fairmont
MATCHING
lustre.
piece
2
winHorton
Carpet
492-8400
sno
$150 month
Call applicances included plus
with no lawn damage Free
groom suite, like new, deep 901-247-5635
66,000 miles, $1,200.
Cleaning 753-4837.
Used
753-5292
estimates No obligations
many
other
extras
For
AUTUMN Sale' Storage beige $350 753-2237.
753-2599
504 ft GLASTRON RuTrucks
FENCE sales at Sears 753-5484
buildings 8x12 $750, 8x16
nabout 85hp Johnson mo- CLOSE to college Studio more information phone
TABLE
and
1980
PONTIAC
Kopperu
4
chairs
Trans
d
Am:
Realty
$1,000, 10x16 $1,350,
1969 CHEVY: New 350 now Call Sears 753-2310 TELEPHONE ening- kicks
tor $3600 21cu ft deep apartment, $150 month,
489 2454
PS, PB, PDL, PW, needs motor, automatic, must sell for free estimate for your
753-1222
Other Sizes available
freeze chest type $200 furnished 753-9393
installed- phones moved
motor, $1,200 firm Call 753-3532
needs
489-2663
WICKER CURLY() HEAD- 753-6684
residence and business
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms,
474 2009.
440
BREAKER Boxes, main BOARD • full-size, $50. 2 8x12 STORAGE
1970 4-WHEEL drive stap- FOR most any type drive- experienced Call Bobby
stove, refrigerator, central
Building:
Lets
1981 CITATION Power es:le 350 V8. 1969 Short way white rock also any Wade 753-2220
breaker induded, 100 amp, TABLE LAMPS beige, $15 Conventiona
l roof, deliv- H/A Lease, deposit No
Fat Sail
and air, AM/FM, one owner wheelbase 305 V8 $3500. type gravel, dirt and sand
20 circuit, $49 99 200 amp, each 759-1293 after 5p.m. ered and
pets
$295
1909-A
WestVCR REPAIR Wood VCR
set-up, $800
40 circuit, $9999. Mobile
wood 1 527-7382 after 5 21 ACRE hill 10 mole view° 86,000 miles, well serviced each firm Excellent condi- call Roger Hudson, Service Center, cleaning
354-914-4.
190
and
maintained,
$1150
home 200 amp, $99 99
753
4545
or
tree
753-6763
tion
tops
(triangle
bounded
Must see to apprecipm
servicing $15; most repairs
Wallin Hardware, DownPROOF SETS make excelFans
by 3 roads) center of Mar- See at Ruthie's Gulf Five ate 350 Oldsmobile engine
$35, al brands 3rd Street.
FURNISHED
Apartments
Points
1
Equipment
town Paris Open all day
lent holiday presents It's
and transmission .41.00.
shall County Look down on
GUTTERING By Soars: Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Saturday's
436 2745 after 5 p.m.
also a good time for young- or 2 bedrooms Also sleep- Benton's lights' Deer and 1981 Cutlass Supreme
FARM Wagon Excellen
2
Sears residential and com- Mon -Fri ; 753-0630.
ing rooms No pets Zim- wild turkey $62,500 Joe
sters
and
adults
to start
door, $2000 753-2519
BW TV, DRAFTING table, oondition $250 436-2455
1970 FORD short bed pick- mercial continuous gutters WET BASEMENT?
We
coin collecting, or to add to merman Apartments South W. Nanney, 753-9622.
portable basketball goal, INTERNAT
up
$600 or best offer Call installed for your specifica- make wet basements dry
16th
753-6609
1983
RENAULT one
IONAL 1066 coin collections We have a
sewing machine, couch,
Jeff at 753-4408 or tions Call Sears 753-2310 Wore completely guaranTractor, 1964 Chevy 2-ton new large assortment of NEW extra nice 2 bedroom BUILD SITES & FARM 3 owner, excellent condition
for free estimate.
loveseat Call 759-4039.
435-4161 after 5p m
teed Call or write Morgan
truck with dump, Interna- Washington sever quarters, duplex Carport ap- mi N Benton,. 3 adj tracts $2400 Call 759-1723
totaling 13 78 ac @ 2500tional
6
-row
planter,
HAMILTON Cultured Construction Company,
COMMODORE 64 CompuJohn also some nice silver dol- pliances, ceiling fans, gas
1970
GMC
truck,
1969
1984
Cavalier
3000/ Etc, 4, few smaller
red with
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paduter - With monitor and other Deere 494A 4-row planter, lars. Visit us at the Ox-Yoke heat, deck. No pets $425.
charcoal top and interior, Chevy truck, 1970 2-door marble and tile 643 Old cah, KY
more expensive tracts .
42001 or call
Benton
accessories, $300. Krause 18tt disc, Interna- Antique Store (Hazel), the 753-7457.
Rd.
753-9400.
Impala
convertible,
1952
45 ac farm 54 in fescue wire caps and trunk rack
1 442-7026
tional wheat drill, 13ft. Mercantile (Aurora), and in
753-6308.
Chevy Deluxe $1500 for HAULING,
70,000
clover,
miles,
very
rolling,
800
sharp
E
feet
of
yard
work,
tree
chisel plow, spray tank rack Murray at the Treasure NICELY furnished 1 or 2
all of them Call 437-4751. removal,
US 641, specimen trees $3250. 753-5612.
roofing, painting, WILL do plumbing installa
FISHER woodburning and duals for
International House and Jane's Attic. bedroom apartment, loAfter
7
p
m
527-7894.
preserved, fenced, 30' unmowing Free estimates. tion & repairs. AN guaranstove insert, like new 1500 tractor,
2 field tanks and CHRISTOPHER'S COINS, cated near campus Phone
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais
teed Free estimates
improved
759-1683
access
753-1204, 753-4813.
road.
1978
CHEVROL
ET:
753-6111 days or
electnc pump, tool box, 753-4161
Daytona 500, 45,000 miles
Phone 435-4169 or
4 wheel drive, short wheel
753-0606 after 4 30 p.m. $66,450. Joe W. Nanney Call 753-5912 after 5 p.m
INSULATIO
Fireplace stove insert, 34 spray rig, mower .and 7h.
N Blown In By 753-1308.
753-9622/ 527-7864.
base all new bearings and Sears
inch width, blower, ther- box blade, John Deere FIREPLACE insert for sale
TVA approved
ONE Bedroom furnished
1986
seal
BUICK
in
front
end,
Somerset
all
new
Keith's
5
U
Lawn
&
Tractor,
InSave on those high heating
mostat, 110v, excellent 6600 combine. 1974
apartment Partial utilities SHERWOOD Forrest, speed, red 753 7549
550
Joints, new transmission
and cooling bills Cal Sears
shaded lot, city water,
condition, $310 Phone Dodge truck with lime bed. dustrial Road, 759-9831
paid. No pets. 753-9741.
Feed
and
hock
converter,
new
753-8147 after 6 p.m.
753-2310
sewer,
for
natural
free
estimate
753-3720
gas 1987 TAURUS LX: 22,000
INDUSTRIAL-Grade Re& Seed
carborator.
Must
sell,
TWO
bedroom
unfurnished 759-9268
miles, loaded, $7600. 1987
mington electric chain saw
$3,000 or best offer
LICENSED Electrician
GREAT Christmas Gift-%
BALED Hay for sale
210
Plymouth Caravelle:
220 volt extra bar, housing apartment, near hospital.
460
Doug Jones Electric Resi753-2887 after 5p m
carat diamond solitaire,
Deposit
required.
753-9673
Phone
58.000
miles,
$4350.
$185. Call 436-2556.
Homes
dential wiring and electric
white gold. 436-2879 after
492-8662.
1979 CHEVY Slivered°
437-4723
Firewood
.For Sale
motor repair 759-4751.
5 p m or leave message.
SHARP Copiers Local austereo, bed cover, excellent
560
1988
FIREWOO
FORD
thorized
dealer,
D
Taurus:
for
sales,
3
PW
BEDROOM,
resale
IA bath,
340
condition
Frs.
KENWOOD KRC 2000 AM/
$3700
power
door
ntal,
lease and service Call
locks, power 753-9414.
brick home with 2 car garLICENSED electrician.
FM tape deck. Two 17' 437-4667.
Houses
Column
age in Panorama Shores. seats, $10,200. 753-9767.
James Gallimore electrical
MIX sub woofers. Four 205 OAK and Hickory firewood 1-800-248-4319
For Rent
KITTENS. Beautiful' Just-in
1979 DODGE Van Cargo service Commercial
Perfect condition.
14' tires Road ,patrol XK for sale. 753-9745.
and
1988
LESABRE
Limited
time for Christmas. Call
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bed- 436-5511.
$300. 759-9367.
260
residential.
radar detector. Call
Fast,
courteous
31,000
miles, -local car, all
room home, dose to down759-1097.
Business
OAK Firewood, 753-5476.
753-8809.
BY Owner. New 4 bedroom the toys. $13,100 retail, 1986 SIO CHEVY a/c, Ws, service 759-1835
town 753-4109.
Services
rally wheels. 753-9244.
2Story house in Candlelite $12,500 price. 247-7695.
MOBILE HOME SpecialistKEROSENE heater 22,000 OAK & Hickory for sale.
Bird Feed
BTU.$119 99 Wallin Hard- Daytime 474-8086, night- PRIVATE Investigator with THREE bedroom, 2 bath Subdivision 2 bath, 2 car DUNE Buggy: Must sell! 1988 GMC S-15 Jimmy 436 5255
brick,
central
heat/air, prop- garage immaculate condi50 lb. Sunflowern 1 50
22 years city and state inware, Downtown Paris, time 753-9808.
ane gas heat, located 5 tion. Also 2 went lots for Good condition, 759-1765. 4x4, 4 3 liter V-6, all op- PLUMBING repairman with
vestigation expereince
Open all day Saturday's
bons, excellent condition same day service Call
Thistle Seed 10 lb. or
SEASONED firewood and 'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil miles east of town $350 sale. 753-0864.
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Phone
753-1364 nights, 436-5255
more &Mb.
OREGON Saw Chain. % tree removal Free esti- 'Personal or Corporate month, $350 deposit. No
vehicles from $100 Corvet- 753-1691
days.
inch pitch for 16 inch bar, mates , 436-2562, 'Missing Persons Your pets 1 year lease. Avail- EXCEPTIONAL Value! On tes, Chevys, Porsches,
Complete
Line Royal
and
QUALITY
Constructio
n
$899, 20 inch, $1099. 436-2758
needs, our specialty. Call able Dec 11th. 753-1204, this 3 bedroom, 2 bath other confiscated proper- 1988 JEEP Commanche Alteration & remodeling
Wing Bud Feed or Prehome
with
central
heat
and
Wallin Hardware, Downties For Buyers Guide Pioneer Pis, p/b, 4 speed, Porch & deck specialist.
SEASONED Firewood: Confidential Investigations, 753-4813.
mium Bed Feed,
air and attached garage
town Paris, Open all day
1 (800)448-2562 ext 1T74. sunroof, deluxe interior, 436-2617 or 753-1126
$20/ rick picked up; $30/ (502)753-2641.
435-4415
Home is in like new ccxidiSaturday's
370
Also open evenings and 18,000 miles $5900 firm.
rick delivered. einimum 2
Lyon
bon, ideal for starting up or
Grove
ROCKY
COLSON
Home
270
Cal Dennis at 753-6225
weekends.
livestock
STOCK Reduction Sale on ricks Call to place winter
skewing dawn' Condition,
Repair Roofing, siding,
Feed
&
Seed
Co.
Mobile
& Supple,
Greeting Cards, only $2.00 orders, 492-8254.
price range and value make
1989 CHEVROLET 4x4 painting, plumbing, conLyme Grove, Ky.
Homes For Sale
a box! Gerald Waldrop
Have
You
Been
SADDLEBRED brood - FHA offers welcome OfWOOD for sale. 437-4713.
Silverado: All options, price crete Free estimates. Call
435-4415
1624 Olive St
12x52 1975 2 BEDROOM, mare, In foal to registered fered at only $36,000
Turned Down
reduced. Must sell! 474-2307.
appliances,
washer/dryer
,
through
American
Kopperud
Saddlebred
Realty,
437-4171.
220
Elsewhere?
WOLFF Suntan beds:
central air, good condition. Racking, gelding, show, 753-1222
Home and commercial un1989 CHEVY Silverado•
$3900. 753-2513.
good trail horse. 753-9390. FOR Sale By Builder .
Musks,
Credit Problems 1 OK
its Sales and service Buy,
Full-size with new fibergShown by appointment Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom,
2
sell or trade, new and used ALTO Saxaphone• Perfect
No Credit 4/ OK
lass top, $11,900.
280
only.
bath country home on 3 or 6
We have 10 used units condibon Selmer, gold with
753-9767.
Divorce V OK
Mobile
acres,
minutes
from town
5
now. Distributor for Wolff silver keys, used 1 year,
Channel
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
H00141 For Rent
Bankruptcy
I
OK
Owner anxious to sell
Suntan beds 753-9274 ask parts included $450.
510
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Catfish
Make
offer!
753-8673
for Carol or Sonny.
2
BEDROOM
Trailer:
Furn753-0090.
All Types Of:
We sell dependable,
ished. 753-4632 after 5p.m.
Fingognas
Campers
IMMACULATE 4 bedroom,
Woodworking
Custom
affordable
cars
to
Treated 4 Graded 24 bath home
in Canter2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
16ft FORRESTER CamCan Deem(
people
who
want
to
bury Estates with inground
or unfurnished Some new
460 per 10004 Up
per fully equipped 250 galre-establish their credff.
furniture, natural gasKitchen & Bath Cabinets
lon propane tank
1-601-840-0307 To, Polynesian pool 18x36 For
appointm
ent
call
electric, air conditioned.
'Drop by & see our showroom
436-2286
Low Weekly Payments
753-1772.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
380
If you need any form of Life
1973
CONCORD 25' motor
Pets
OAKHILL Dr.: 3 bedroom,
Call Sammy
NICE unfurnished mobile
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
home with Dodge Chase 3
& Stipples
14
kitchen,
den,
bath,
utilhome, stove, refrigerator
AP/ tires like new, sae
for Details
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
furnished, central heat and AKC REGISTERED Collie ity room, 12x25ft. storage
25x12 00x9 436-5343
Home Insurance just give us a call.
room
or rec. room, fenced
puppies. Sable and white
air. No pets 492 8348_
and tricolor. Perfect for in backyard, city hook-up.
We will check with several
520
TWO bedroom for rent. Christmas' Call 753-8204 753-3610 after 5 pm
OF MURRAY
Boils
companies to give you the best
$175 month, $175. depo- after 5 p m.
Motors
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bed515 S 12th
possible rate and benefits and
Phone
sit. Call after 5 p m.
ie
room
located
brick
Murray.
large
on
Ky
753-4961
CHIHUAHU
AS
long
and
753-9227.
14' ALUMACRAFT Jon
deliver the information to you and
short coat, Peek-a-Poos, lot in Canterbury Estates
boat. $350 753-9767
your home. If you decide to buy a
Pekinese, Yorkies and L R., DR. Den wivexel
290
burning
fireplace,
breakPoodles 1 879 8532
policy from us, we also give you
Heating
fast, Lg foyer, 24 baths. 2
Kentucky Lake Retreat
free claim service.
And Cooling
DON'T wait till the last car garage Owner anxious
Great waterfront two level lake home, located on
week
Make
your pet's to sell Phone 753-8050
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
JIM'S Healing & Air Condi1.58 wooded acres. Boat ramp and boat house. You
225 N. 2nd St.
759-1999
grooming appointment between 9 arid 4 or
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
tioning installing and serv- now!
must see to appreciate.
-24 Hour Answering Service.
Peg's Dog Grooming 753-0914 after 6 pm
icing all brands with 14 753-2915
when you need service, all you
•Free Pick-Up 8. Delivery.
470
years experience!
have to do is call
'We Service Any Types.
KEESHOND AKC Regis711 Main St.
Commercial/ residential
753-1222
Moiercyolos
753-9518 24 hour answer- tered Beautiful Christmas
presents Males and feing After hours 658-3282
males, 7 weeks old. WiN 1982 HARLEY Davidson.
hold til Christmas, Custom wide-glide.
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc
753-4167.
Heating and air condition- 554-2224
ing for commercial or resiNORWEGIAN Elkhounds 1986 MOTO 4 Yamaha
dential, Factory authorized
AKC puppies, wormed and 4-wheeler front and beck
Trane and Carrier dealer
had all shots Make excel- racks, 225 motor Would be
Factory- trained servicelent Christmas gifts. $100 a great Christmas present'
men, six radio- dispatched
Cal anytime 437-4092
service trucks. 24 hour each (901)642-7917.
•mergency s•rvice. REGISTERED Pekinese, ATV parts, accessories,
753-8181 Locally owned Poodles, Schnauzers, tires & service for all
Commercial Carpet
Saturday, December 9th 10:00 MN.
and operated Serving Mur- Shelties. After 6 p m
brands' Keith's Lawn &
BUILDING MATERIALS TOOLS KNIFE COLLECTION
ray and Calloway County 901-352-2416, McKenzie, Tractor, Industrial Rd , MurKitchen Print
Scratch, Dent and Surplus Sale
for over 52 years.
ray 759'9631
Tenn.
Location: Wallace Building Supply on Stewart and
Trackless Stainmaster
Montgomery County line. See the big green and
white metal bldg. Auction held inside. O'Neal is
rearranging some of his stock and has•surplus of
builder's m•terialii.
First Quality, Four Colors:
8.0 Various size and types of doors. Plus other surplus
Mauve
- Country Blue - Tan - Taupe
building materials. KNIFE COLLECTION featuring
various Case knives, 1-.1ohn Kennedy commemorative
Car & Boat Carpet
Sq. 't'd.
set, 1-set Candy Stripes by United Boker, 1-Set Winchester knives, various Remington knives, Kissing Cranes,
Copperheads,Schader, Old Timer,Camillus, Red & Blue
Astro Turf
Injurts, Hen & Rooster, venom Bokefa Cases, cheap
Lip
knives, straight razors.
4 Piece Car Mat Set
SMALL TOOLS GALORE
BENCH GRINDERS
Nice 4 bedroom - 2 bath, house with full basement, central gas heat
RE PRESENT
On behalfof Wallace Building Supply and Bogard Realty
Truck Bed Carpet 6x8'4"
Terms: 20% down selling pnce day of sale, balance in Ji) days with
& Auction, we wish you the Merriest Christmas and
passing of deed.
Happiest New Year ever We jointly say thanks. Attend
Pieced Rugs
this auction for surprise gill.
Key Associates - Wayne Wilson Broker
Announcement day of sale will have precedence over
Custom Design Rugs in Stock
Was $15.99 NOW
printed matter.
753-3263
Fires Lk. 45
COMMODORE Computer
printer Model 1526, $85
753 5241

,4k

If

r--

r

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

,r

Mirrray Ledger & Times

300
Articies
For Sale
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TOYOTA

44.

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service

Kopperud Realty

1114

Jerry McConnell
Tn-§urance
753-4199

Big Moving Sals

AUCTION!

Everything In Stock Must Go
No Reasonable Offer Will Be Refused.

$2.88

$3.95 & $4.95
$5.95

Absolute
Real Estate Auction

$1.79

Sat., Dec. 9th 1989 at 10:00 a.m. at 505 North
7th St., in Murray, Ky.

$1.79 &
$4.95

$35.00
$2.95
$7.50

BOGARD AUCTIONEERS
Dover,

Ten n. 615-232-5150
Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" Bogard.
1.iy. 548 615-232-6221

1)an \filler 435-4144
"II%

,

nctioncer

Carpet & Vinyl Store 414 South 4th Street
753-0074
Moving to 111 Poplar Si.

N.•

ire
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Glynda Alice Pierce
Mrs. Glynda Alice Pierce, 64, of
207 Kess Dr., Mayfield, died Monday morning at her home. Her
death followed an extended illness.
She was a member of Calvary
United Methodist Church,
Mayfield.
Born Feb. 1, 1925, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Freeman Hixon and Lula
Coleman Nixon.
Survivors are her husband, J.D.
Pierce; one daughter, Mrs. Sara
Phelps and husband, Lynn, Camden, Tenn.; two sons, Michael D.
Pierce and wife, Kathie, Murray,
and Jerry Pierce, Tucson, Ariz.;
two sisters, Mrs. Ella Mae Jones,
Paducah, and Mrs. Mary Lee San-

Mrs. Christine Clark Coklow

derson, Jacksonville, Fla.; one
brother, Cecil Nixon, Graves County; three grandchildren, Taylor
Pierce, Molly Phelps and Doug
Phelps.
Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. in chapel of Bym Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ralph
Gunter will officiate. Burial will
follow in Robbins Cemetery there.

Mrs. Christine Clark Coklow,
74, of 401 North Cherry Si, Murray, died Monday at 8:34 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born April 23, 1915, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Hurley Clark and
Stella Fields Clark. One son, Johnny Cooper, died ise-1982.
Mrs. Coklow is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Stella Cavitt and Ms.
Mary Coklow, and one sister, Mrs.
Wesley M. Ray, all of Murray;
eight grandchildren; three great-

Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Lourdes Hospice
Program, Paducah, or Calvary
United Methodist Church Building
Fund, Mayfield.

Robert Lamb
Services for Robert Tilmon
Lamb were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale and Wayne Cox
officiated. Jerry Bolls directed the
song service.
Pallbearers were Gary Lamb,
Danny Lamb, Bobby Joe Smith,
Tommy Zitzka, Brian Minder and
Robert Stavroplos.
Burial was in New Providence
Cemetery.
Mr. Lamb, 93, of 635 Riley Ct.,
Murray, died Sunday at 6:25 a.m.
at- Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Hazel Buchanan, Phoenix,
Ariz.; two sons, Odell Lamb and
wife, Edna, Rt. 2, Hazel, and James
0. Lamb and wife, Polly, Murray;
11 grandchildren; 17 greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Audie Cathey Beaman,'93,
formerly of Murray, died Sunday at
Cambridge South Nursing Home,
Beverly Hills, Mich.
Her husband, Jesse G. Beaman,
died May 6, 1938. One sister, Mrs.
Nomie Miller, and one brother,
Adolphus Cathey, also preceded
her in death.

Pallbearers are Glen Stubblefield, Russell Moss, George
Roberts, Floyd McClure, Bobby
Meador and Rudolph Smith.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Willoughby, 79, Rt. 5, Murray, died Sunday at 12:47 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jean Freeman Willoughby; one sister, Mrs. Lave!! Curd, New Concord; one brother, Aubrey (Red)
Willoughby and wife, Beatrice,
Murray.

Health Dept.
to hold program
The Calloway County Health
Department, in cooperation with
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, is sponsoring a Rodent
Control Program for Murray and
Calloway County. Two thousand
pounds of rodent bait have been
mixed and is free to anyone in the
city or county. The rodent bait is
safe to use and the directions for
use are on the package. The health
department wants to thank the carpentry' class at the Murray Vocational School for their help in this
program. The rodent bait may be
picked up at the following places,
beginning Wednesday, Dec. 6: Calloway County Health Center, Murray; Dee's Bank, Hazel; The Country Store, Kirksey; Crawford's
Shell, Lynn Grove; Bob and Nancy's, New Concord; Duncan's
Grocery, Hwy. 94 East; and Almo
Heights Grocery, Almo.

MFD responds
to smoke scare
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a call this morning.
according to information from the
fire department.
At 1:16 a.m., a smoke scare was
reported at 30 N. 7th Si The owner reported seeing smoke coming
from under the dryer. Firemen disconnected the dryer and told the
owner to call a service repairman.

Born Aug. 1, 1896, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late R. Thomas Cathey and
Celia Graham Cathey. ,
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. John (Ola) McDougall,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., Mrs. Jay
(Celia Josephine) Chatham,

Redington Shores, Fla., and Mrs.
Carl (Dorothy Nell) Anderson,
Anaheim, Calif.; one son, James V.
Beaman and wife, Gratton, Farmington Hills, Mich.; 11 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Beaman was a member of
Highland Park Baptist Church,
Southfield, Mich., where services
will be Wednesday at 10 a.m.
Graveside rites will be Friday at
10 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery
with Dr. Greg Earwood officiating.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, from
7 to 9 p.m. Thursday.

Biggest newspaper joint operations

ce
'4

By daily combined circulation, in millions
Detroit
Nui
FresPnas

kw:f
N.?

01.1111111111111MINMPM•••••11

San Francisco
Ft:Wands
Seattle
Times

j—

Cincinnati
Posta_

Deborah invites all her former patrons and friends to come by.
FIRS: T-F, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.;

Sat.

8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

105 N. 16th St.

753-1953

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
OM QUALITY
SERVICE RUMS

Good
Neighbor
Chewy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

•

NeepTMGroatGlil Faehrig With Genulne GM Port.

We'll put you
on the road
to savings!
Call

CHARLES JENKINS
for a new or used
car or truck today!

at

6nglish

zrz(
\cc, * Fresh Nuts
e'r
'4f

Circutabon September 1989
San Franctsco March 1989

0.5

1.0

1.5

Hog market report listed
IS 3-4 r4-274I,,
Sows
US 1-2 215,39 kw
US 1-3 30.411 Li
LS 1-3 ~IS be
LS 1-3 AS sod up
US 2-3 Mae be
Boars $3246-35.141

S44.25-46.56 kw M 4615
S44.25-44.25
54S75-46.73

To better serve you University Barber Shop is proud to announce
that Deborah Johnson, formerly of Headquarters is now associated
with our shop. Deborah has been a barber stylist for 15 years.

'FM

Inc.

* Delicious Candies
* Gourmet Popcorns
* Old Fashioned Preserves made from locally grown fruit

SOURCE Audtt Bureaus of

LS 1-2 724-291Li.
LS 1-2 sera so
l.S 2-3 2211-2311 Li

Deborah Johnson

Popcorn Plus

Post-Gazette

Federal-Male Mated Now Smoke December 5, ISO
Krnlascey Dacha's, Ares Fire Market Report Includes 5
Buying %Mew ReaSpec Ad 544 Ii. 351 Borrows &
Gilts .2S-30 brewer, Sows Maids-1M lower.

"Look Who's New"

NEW!! HOMEMADE

Examiner

Post-Inleiligencer

Pittsburgh
Press

Health care
discussion set
Three health care professionals
will discuss a new level of health
care provider, registered care technician (RCT), at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Dec. 7, at Murray State University.
Scheduled in Ruth E. Cole Auditorium in Mason Hall, the panel
discussion is open to the public.
The MSU chapter of the Kentucky
Association of Nursing Students is
sponsoring the event.
Panelists Barbara Dermondy,
executive director of the Kentucky
Nursing Association; Jeanne
Mathis, critical care nurse at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital;
and Dr. Nancy Nygaard, chairman
of the Department of Nursing at
Murray State, will discuss the
impact of the registered care technicians on the nursing profession
and health care system, as well as
the educational preparation and
responsibilities.
The RCT program is advocated
by the American Medical
Association.
Additional information about the
talk may be obtained by calling
Betty Powell, assistant professor of
nursing, (502) 762-2718, or the
Department of Nursing, 762-2193.

grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
She was a member of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church where
the funeral will be Thursday at 1
p.m. The Rev. Willis Cheaney will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with arrangements
by Mason's Memorial Chapel of
Mayfield.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
Wednesday at St. John Church,
Murray, where a wake will be from
7 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Audie Cathey Beaman

Curtis Willoughby
The funeral for Curtis Willoughby is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Officiating are the Rev. Sammy
Cunningham, Pastor Luther May
and the Rev. William Hombuckle.
Music is by the Choir of New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
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Also Available. . .

* Sugar Free Chocolates
* Gourmet Mustards
* Decorative Gift Tins
* Unique Gift Baskets

FOR GREAT GIFT IDEAS CALL 753-0921
Dixieland Center

M-F, 9-6; Sat., 9-4

We Ship UPS

544.75-45-75
135.01-35.54
5345631.511
S34.16-35.114
$1101-31.01
531111341.
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Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial A %erage
I.B.M.
+6.82
Proious Close
2753.63
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
46% +%
Kmart
A.T.C.-Class A
461
/
4 B 471
Kroger
/
4A
AT&T
43% -Vs
McDonalds
Bell South
54% +%
JCPenney
Briggs & Stratton
Quaker Oats
26 unc
Chrysler
19% -%
Sears
CSX Corp
35% +'h
Snap-On Tools
Dean Foods
/
4
321
/
4 -1
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store 10% B 10/
1
4A
Time Inc.
Exxon
48% unc
UST
Ford
45% +%
Wal-Mart
General Motors
441
/
4 +%
Woolworth
Goodrich
451
/
4 -1
/
4
C.E.F. Yield
477,1, unc
Goodyear

101% +1%
/
4
46% -1
35% unc
14% -1
/
4
33% +'/
/
4
68% -1
/
4
621
/
4 -1
37Y,
30% +%
54% -3/11
133% -%
29 +%
44% unc
611
/
4 .%
7.91

BETTY BOSTON
COURT SQUARE

PAT GOSSUM
753-3366
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Winter Is Here
Have Your Chimney
Cleaned & Inspected
Ask about our
chimney caps
and screens
Saftey tips

COVERS

CEMENT-ON
CLAMP-TO-TILE

Senior Citizens
Discount
squawasactanguiarrovai
Call 435-4191
For Free Estimates

WHEN YOU GIVE
A LITTLE...
YOU GET A LOT!
This year,join Cablevision's TOYS FOR TOTS drive
and share your holiday cheer with a needy child in
your community. It's a great way to make your
holidays truly warm and special.
Just donate a new toy worth $5.00 or more to our
TOYS FOR TOTS project. In return, we'll give you a
reason to smile too!

A FREE CONNECTION

(Nintendo)

to Basic Service, HBO, Cinemax, Disney or Showtime

ALL GAMES

99'

'All toys donated
to the Fire Department's
annual Christmas Party.

All This Month

30 New Games
Just Arrived . .
Choose From Over
100 Different Games!

Bel-Air Center
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"Thanks for helping
us help others."
Offer Expires 12-21-89

753-5005

CENTER
301 I. Nees HI
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Artwork for the above ad provided by Ted Dotson's
7th Grade Murray Middle art student Tracy L,__Pervine.

